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View of Apsara-U reactor



CYCLONE-30, Cyclotron Machine at Medical Cyclotron Project (MCP) at VECC
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Advanced technologies and radiation

technologies development and their applications, is

one of the major programmes of the DAE’s research

organizations such as BARC, Mumbai, IGCAR,

Kalpakkam, RRCAT, Indore, VECC, Kolkata and the

industrial organization BRIT, Mumbai.

These organisations have developed a number

of advanced technologies, hi-tech facilities and

various sophisticated equipments over a period of

time under this programme. This includes Research

Reactors, Accelerators, Lasers and laser based

equipment, Synchrotrons.

Applications of radiation technologies are

immensely beneficial in the areas of healthcare,

nuclear agriculture, food preservation and industry.

DAE has been working in close cooperation

with other organizations of the Government of India

to widen the reach of the technologies for the benefit

of common man.

The Tata Memorial Centre which functions

through its three units viz., Tata Memorial Hospital

(TMH), the Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research

and Education in Cancer (ACTREC) and Centre for

Cancer Epidemiology (CCE) and provides the

Cancer Diagnostic and Treatment Services to the

masses. It also engages in the programmes aimed

towards Cancer awareness and it’s Prevention.

RESEARCH REACTORS

APSARA - Upgraded

Installation and commissioning of Instrumentation

& Control Systems, Reactor Regulating Systems and

COIS Data Servers and Operator workstations has been

completed.

The APSARA Upgraded Research Reactor Facility

is a 2 MWth swimming pool reactor with compact core

loaded with Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) fuel, light

water as coolant & moderator and Beryllium Oxide as

reflector. This reactor will provide enhanced facilities for

various kinds of research, shielding experiments and

training of scientists and engineers. The APSARA-U

Reactor became critical on 10th September 2018 at

18:41Hrs.

An independent analysis of the constitution of

initial core of APSARA-U and its First Approach to

Criticality (FAC) were simulated using reactor physics

codes. Initial core was explicitly modelled and the

neutron count rates and expected k-eff was estimated

for different core configurations envisaged. The

neutronic simulations were carried using whole core

monte-carlo method, transport at lattice and diffusion

at core level and 2D full core transport using lattice

homogenised cross-section. The results helped in

qualification of the APSARA-U physics design.

After the FAC, the thermal neutron flux was

measured at two elevations using Foil Activation

Method. Bare and Cd-covered Gold (Au) foils were

used for this purpose. The fluxes thus measured at the

two locations were 8.32 X 108 n/cm2/s and 1.21 X 108n/

cm2/s.

Upgraded APSARA research reactor uses five

Reactivity Control Mechanisms (RCMs) namely: two

Shut-off Rods, two Control-Cum Shut-off Rods and One

Fine Control Rod. Design of RCMs was qualified on a

full-scale test station. Dedicated test consoles have

been designed and fabricated for the purpose of

prototype testing and out-of-pile testing at the reactor

site. Five RCMs along with absorber assemblies have

View of Apsara-U reactor

APSARA Control Room
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been installed and commissioned on the reactor. Spare

mechanisms also have been assembled and tested for

future use in the reactor.

Various Sub-assemblies and Components such as

Reactor Trolley, Core Support Structure, Ion Chamber

Support Structure-I & II, Grid Plate and Outlet Plenum

were manufactured in-house for APSARA-U. Other

peripheral components like Beam Tubes, Core Position

Coupler Swivelling Bolt & Nut Assembly, Fission

Counter Detector Assemblies, Tray Rod Assemblies,

different types of Hangers in Pool and various other

components were also manufactured.

DHRUVA

Major revamping of process and control systems

for the advancement of Heavy Water Upgrading Plant

after 30+ years of operation at BARC was completed

and the plant was made operational again to cater to

the requirements of research reactors. The newly

installed PLC-SCADA based control system has

improved plant availability, helped in safe operation of

the plant with better operability & control and reduced

the requirement of working personnel in active areas.

ACCELERATORS

The first five-cell 650 MHz (β=0.92)

Superconducting Radio-Frequency (SCRF) cavity

fabricated at RRCAT was processed and tested using

the developed in-house facilities. This five-cell cavity

was electro-polished, annealed at 800 ºC, high pressure

rinsed, baked at 120 ºC and tested at 2 K in vertical

test facility using 650 MHz low level RF system and 500

W solid state amplifier. An excellent low field quality

factor 4 x 10
10

 and an accelerating gradient of 17.5 MV/

m was achieved

PLC-SCADA of D
2
O Upgrading Plant,

BARC, after major revamp

Electro-polishing of five- cell 650 MHz cavity

Second five-cell cavity

Indigenous bulk gamma monitor reactor has been

developed for failed fuel detection of DHRUVA reactor.

The detector probe comprises of a 1"x1"size cylindrical,

NaI based Scintillation crystal attached to a PMT. The

monitor has protection against radiation over-exposure.

Successful field evaluation test of the unit was carried

out in loop-3 of Dhruva reactor.

An improved second five-cell 650 MHz (β=0.92)

Superconducting Radio Frequency (SCRF) cavity was

fabricated using the experience gained during

fabrication of the first 650 MHz SCRF cavity. The second

cavity was fabricated with better control on geometrical

accuracy and optimized beam welding parameters. The
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field flatness of as fabricated cavity before processing

is measured to be 85%, which is the large improvement

over earlier developed five-cell cavity where the

fabricated field flatness was 45%. The final length of the

cavity is 1401.12 mm which is also within tolerance of

± 3 mm to design length of 1400.245 mm. The second

HB 650 MHz SCRF cavity shows better control on

various mechanical and RF parameters on account of

improved fabrication technique.

For the ongoing superconducting RF development

efforts, first 5-cell, beta-0.92, 650 MHz Nb SRF cavity

was characterized at cryogenic temperatures of 2 K and

4 K in VTS facility. The cavity reached an Eacc in excess

of 17 MV/m. A second five cell cavity was fabricated

by electron beam welding for which qualification and

tuning of constituents (dumbbells and end half cells)

were carried out at room temperature before final

welding to ensure that resonant frequency and length

remained at design values. The resulting formed cavity

has demonstrated an excellent field flatness of 90%.

The room temperature qualification and tuning were

conducted using in house developed procedure and

qualification setups. A 650 MHz, 5 kW, 10% duty cycle,

pulsed SSPA has been developed to enhance the

capabilities of existing RF system of RRCAT VTS. The

new amplifier developed using 8 high power LDMOS

transistors enables faster RF conditioning and adds

high power pulse testing capabilities to exiting setup.

A filament based multicusp arc discharge type H-

ion source has been successfully coupled with solenoid

magnet based low energy beam transport (LEBT)

system for beam transportation and characterization

studies. The experimental setup is shown in the picture.

H-ion source was operated in the pulsed mode with

maximum of 8 mA current at 50 keV energy with 0.5 ms

pulse duration and 2 Hz repetition rate.

A general methodology has been developed to

design a compact lattice for the 1 GeV H- Indian

Spallation Neutron Source (ISNS) superconducting

linac by following the non-equipartitioned design

approach, yet ensuring beam stability in end-to-end

beam dynamics simulations through careful design of

suitable matching sections, and by appropriate

adjustment of field/phase of the cavity along with the

strengths of focusing magnets.

Design of a suitable lattice consisting of bending

magnets, focusing quadrupoles, chromaticity correcting

sextupoles, corrector magnets, RF cavities, injection

and extraction magnets and Beam Position Indicators

(BPIs) has been completed for the proposed 1 GeV

proton Accumulator Ring of ISNS, which will convert the

10 mA, 2 ms H- pulses from the injector linac to proton

pulses through a charge exchange injection scheme.

It will also suitably paint a broader stable beam inside

the accumulator ring with pulse width compressed to

0.65 μs.

As a part of technology development, a prototype

100 kW, 1 MHz pulse RF power amplifier system was

The room temperature setup used for RF

characterization of dumbbell structure

The experimental setup of Ion source

coupled with LEBT
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A prototype 20 kV IGBT based solid state switch

has been developed to evaluate the possibility for

replacing the PFN charging thyratron tube in 6 MW

peak power microwave system. Series connected lower

voltage IGBTs have been used with proper balancing

and isolated driver circuits. The switch has been tested

with the microwave system installed at linac in actual

operating conditions at 220 Hz pulse repetition rate. The

modulator performance and the electron beam current

were obtained same as with the thyratron charging

switch.

Laser photocathode RF guns are sources of high

brightness electron beams, which are used in the

injector electron linac systems of most of the operating

x-ray free electron lasers and in many advanced

synchrotron radiation sources operating worldwide.

Such photocathode RF guns have demonstrated the

ability to generate relativistic (2-5 MeV) electron beams

with very short bunch length (< 10 ps and up to 100s

of fs) and with very small emittance (up to 1 mm mrad).

A 1.6 cell, S-band Laser Photocathode Radiofrequency

Installation of Rare Ion Beam (RIB)

post-accelerators

The beam-line between 3rd and 4th Linac

modules (L3 & L4) having two 45 degree bending

magnets, 19 quadrupole magnets, inter-connecting

beam-tubes, beam diagnostic boxes, vacuum pumps

etc. has been installed in their optimized locations. The

4th and 5th LINAC modules have been installed, low

power RF measurements have been completed and

high power conditioning up to 3 kW power has been

done.

Super-conducting Quarter Wave Resonator

(SCQWR)

Rare Ion Beams (RIB) are beams of unstable

nuclei and they offer many exciting research

opportunities. In VECC, a RIB facility has been

developed in which the RIBs can be produced using

proton and alpha beams from the cyclotron, ionized,

the RIB species of interested is selected using an on-

line isotope separator and accelerated to about 1 MeV/

u using a combination of Radio-Frequency Quadrupole

Laser photocathode RF gun

100 kW,1 MHz RF amplifier

developed for Accumulator Ring of pulsed proton

Accelerator. The RF power amplifier assembled with

Tetrode tube, anode power supply, grid power supply,

RF driver amplifier, HV RF matching network was tested

with pulsed RF power of 100 kW at 1 MHz.

(RF) Gun has been designed, developed, tuned to

desired RF parameters with a field flatness < 5 %, and

qualified through low and high power RF testing. This

photocathode RF gun is designed to deliver 1 nC

charge in 10 ps bunches with an energy > 2 MeV and

a normalize RMS electron beam emittance < 5 mm

mrad. This RF gun can serve as a high brightness

injector for future light sources projects.
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(RFQ) and five LINEAR accelerators. Super-conducting

Quarter Wave Resonators (SCQWR) are the ideal

choice to accelerate RIBs from 1 to 2 MeV/u (After 5th

LINAC) as they offer higher acceleration gradient.

At BARC, a networked and automated system

consisting of 30 varied intelligent radiation monitors for

Gamma, X-Ray and Neutron flux were developed for

LEHIPA to track and monitor the accelerator beam loss

and for radiation safety of personnel. The centralized

as well as local monitoring has been provided by

networking to four local servers as Local Operator

Panels (LOP) and a Central main console. The

Integrated Test Facility is required for full scale testing

and user validation of Beam loss & radiation monitoring

of LEHIPA.

Helium vessel jacketing of Niobium

Superconducting Single Spoke Resonator was

completed. The stainless steel vessel built around

Niobium cavity was delivered to FERMI Lab, USA, and

tested for high power performance. The cavity would

now be integrated with the first SSR-1 Cryo module

being built at FERMI Lab to accelerate the charged

particle for Proton Improvement Plant (PIP-II) project.

LASER TECHNOLOGY

An optical fibre coupled dual cavity dual flash lamp

ceramic reflector pump chamber based Nd:YAG laser

has been developed. The average output power and

peak power achieved from the laser was 1040 W and

20 kW respectively. The output pulse duration is in the

range 2-40 ms and electrical to laser conversion

efficiency achieved was 5%. The laser can be operated

at a repetition rate of 1-100 Hz. The use of a ceramic

reflector avoids frequent coating required in the case

of conventional gold reflectors, and the beam quality

has improved with a M
2
 value 65 as compared to 110

in the case of gold reflectors. This laser has potential

application in cutting and welding of thick sections of

steel.

Different components of the SCQWR structure

(left) and Arrangement of the SCQWRs and

solenoid inside the cryostat (right)

The optimized structure of the SCQWR is shown

in the above figure. The outer conductor is a double

walled structure filled with liquid helium and has two

drift tubes projected inside. The inner conductor is filled

with liquid helium and it has a hole at the bottom part

through which the ion beam passes. The dimensions

of this two accelerating gap structure has been

optimized by rigorous Radio-frequency simulations. The

operating frequency of the SCQWRs will be 113.61 MHz

and has been designed for 5 MV/m acceleration

gradient in CW mode. The picture shows the

arrangement of four SCQWRs and a super-conducting

solenoid which will be placed inside the cryostat.

Detailed beam dynamics simulations have been

performed during this optimization process. For this

purpose, the electromagnetic field from 3D RF

simulation has been used for a realistic situation. These

QWRs suffer from the problem of beam steering during

acceleration – which will be taken care during their

alignment and the necessary course of action has been

finalized through beam dynamics simulations.

The QWRs in our design have their vacuum

system separate from the cryostat vacuum. The

necessary modifications have been incorporated during

the engineering design. This modification will allow

easier assembly in the clean room, less downtime in

case of a cryostat problem and to avoid long time

performance degradation (Q-disease) problem of the

QWRs. The design of the QWR has been completed

and ordered for fabrication. This activity is being

pursued in collaboration with TRIUMF, Canada

In-house developed 1040 W average power

and 20 kW peak power Nd:YAG laser
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A 250 W average power pulsed Nd:YAG laser

system with three port time shared fiber optic beam

delivery has been developed for laser welding of nickel

alloy fuel pins. This laser system provides a maximum

pulse energy of 100 J at 20 ms pulse duration, with

variable pulse duration of 2-20 ms and pulse frequency

of 1-100 Hz. A welding chamber, along with a motion

controller for fuel pin welding and a CCD camera based

system for online viewing and monitoring of the welding

process, has been integrated with the laser system. A

control panel has been provided for the laser welding

process control, and for ease of operation during the

production of fuel pins. This complete system has been

installed at the IFFF, BARC for the production of fuel

pins.

An engineered version of a 250 W of all-fiber single

transverse mode Yb-doped CW fiber laser has been

developed in-house. A single integrated heat sink

package has been developed for the Yb-doped fiber,

multimode pump combiner, HR and OC fiber Bragg

gratings and splice joints. The pump diode block, diode

power supply and fiber laser oscillator block have been

packaged in a single cabinet. A beam delivery fiber of

10 m length has been spliced with the fiber laser

oscillator, and cutting/welding nozzle has been attached

for material processing application. This laser system

will be installed at R&D TAPS, Tarapur, NPCIL for cutting

of up to 3 mm thick sheets and welding of up to 1 mm

thick SS.

The output power of a 500 W CW, Yb-doped fiber

laser developed earlier has been enhanced to a level of

700 W with an all-fiber configuration, while maintaining

a single transverse mode output. The laser output is

emitted from a 20 mm core diameter double-clad fiber,

and the output spectrum was peaked at 1080 nm with

a line width of 2 nm. An optical to optical conversion

efficiency of 76% has been achieved. This all-fiber

Yb-doped fiber laser will be useful in cutting of up to

8 mm thick stainless steel with less than 200 mm kerf

width, and for welding to a depth of about 4 mm in SS.

Two numbers of engineered versions of Diode-

Pumped Solid State (DPSS) green laser systems in a

coupled cavity configuration with average output power

more than 50 W at 532 nm have been developed and

characterized. Each of these laser systems produce Q-

switched pulses of 40 ns duration at a repetition rate

of 9 kHz. Further, two numbers of engineered version

of a DPSS green laser system with ~ 45 W of average

power at 532 nm with less than 40 ns pulse duration

at repetition rate of 6.25 kHz have also been developed

and characterized. These laser systems were

continuously operated for 8 hours and the stability of

output power and pulse timing jitter of the green laser

was measured. The long term stability of the average

green power was measured with ±0.7 W of fluctuation

in the output power. The timing jitter of the pulses was

250 W average power Nd:YAG laser system

for welding of fuel pins at IFFF, BARC

An engineered version of in-house

developed 250 W all-fiber Yb-doped CW fiber

A table top view of 700 W single transverse

mode all-fiber Yb-doped CW laser
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measured to be ±3ns during 8 hours operation. All the

lasers were triggered optically by using an optical

triggering unit, and the systems incorporate all standard

safety and operational features. The lasers have been

installed at BARC, and all these lasers have successfully

been used for several long hour campaigns.

beam delivery with an overall transmission efficiency of

90%. This laser has potential applications in material

processing, including thick metal-sheet cutting, deep

penetration welding and cladding etc.

A table-top laboratory model of a lamp-pumped,

electro-optic Q-switched, high energy Nd:YAG laser

(1064 nm) master-oscillator-power-amplifier system has

been developed, which is capable of delivering more

than 7 J energy within 10 ns pulse duration. It consists

of a master oscillator & a single stage, single pass

power amplifier of identical pump heads having a 15

mm diameter & 100 mm long barrel grooved Nd:YAG

rod. This system has potential applications in surface

modification of materials through shock peening for

their enhanced fatigue and corrosion resistance.

Diode pumped solid state green laser with

55W average power at 532 nm

High power (2.5 kW), multi-module

Nd:YAG laser

High energy (7 J) Nd:YAG laser oscillator-

amplifier system in operation

A laboratory model of a high power, multi-module,

diode pumped CW Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm) has been

developed to deliver e” 2.5 kW optical power with an

optical conversion efficiency of more than 39%. The

laser system consists of 3 numbers of modular gain

medium in series, with an optimized distance of

separation within a plane-plane symmetric resonator

with overall length 466 cm and with a 50% reflectivity

output coupler. Each module consists of a grooved,

Anti-Reflection (AR) coated and 0.6 at% doped Nd:YAG

rod of length 150 mm & diameter 6 mm placed in a

diffuse type sixty degree rotated side-diode pump

chamber having 30 Nos. of CW water cooled diode

laser bars (73 W, 808 nm). A maximum output power

of 2.6 kW has been achieved with 6.57 kW total optical

pump power. Further, the laser beam was efficiently

coupled into a 900 μm core diameter optical fiber for

Laser marker systems are being developed at

RRCAT wherein a DC and slow pulse current controlled

power converter is required to drive the laser diodes.

Five numbers of indigenous, compact, card based laser

diode drivers rated for 10 A / 20 V have been developed

using a switch-mode power converter technology. The

salient features of the converters, which have been

developed as an import substitute, are: small size, light

weight, low cost, high reliability and ruggedness.

Batch of five laser diode drivers developed

for  laser marker systems
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Sealed off CO
2
 lasers find extensive applications

in marking and engraving. However, these lasers have

limited operating life and refurbishment technology for

these aged lasers is very expensive. In this context, an

indigenous technology has been developed to refurbish

non-functional imported sealed off CO
2
 lasers. The

technology has successfully been applied to refurbish

imported 100 W lasers from the Indian Security Press

(ISP), Nasik, which employs them for marking security

features on stamp papers and passports. The

refurbished lasers are currently working satisfactorily in

their production line. In addition, three power supplies

of 250W CO
2
 lasers have also been repaired.

Refurbishment of the non-functioning lasers has

resulted in a significant saving of foreign exchange.

At BARC, a Laser-TIG hybrid welding system has

been developed by integrating a one kilowatt

continuous wave Nd-YAG laser with a TIG welding

power source. This combination augments depth of

penetration of TIG power source and enhances gap

bridge ability of Laser source. Hybrid welding studies

of RAFMS steel, RAFMS-SS316L and SS316L-CuCrZr

dissimilar joints were made using this system.

Laser Applications

A Liquid Tunable Filter (LCTF) based synchronous

hyper-spectral imaging system has been developed for

obtaining synchronous fluorescence spectral

information from each spatial point of the sample

surface being interrogated. A Lab view based Graphic

User Interface (GUI ) has been designed and developed

for providing synchronized control of the two LCTFs

and CCD camera for automated acquisition of the full

sequence of a hyper-spectral image.

Refurbished sealed off CO
2
 lasers

Hyper-Spectral Synchronous Fluorescence

Imaging System

Opto-mechanical module for the

measurement of Raman spectra from

concealed food /biological samples

A compact and portable opto-mechanical module

based on the principle of Spatially-Offset Raman

spectroscopy (SORS) has been developed for depth

sensitive Raman spectral measurements from

concealed food/biological samples. It has provision for

varying the spatial-offsets between illumination and

collection by turning a micrometer screw fitted with the

module, thereby enabling interrogation of subsurface

depths inside the target sample.
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A hand-held fluorescence probe has been

designed and developed for the interrogation of sub-

surface depths in a layered turbid sample using the

principle of off-confocal detection. The performance of

this probe has been tested by recording the

fluorescence signal from a bi-layered turbid non-

biological sample comprising a green dye card with a

layer of tissue paper (250 micron thick) on its top. It was

found that with the help of the probe, one can

successfully record the fluorescence spectra in situ

from the top (i.e. the tissue paper) as well as the bottom

layer (green dye card) of the sample.

In-situ laser cutting of bellow lip weld joint

in KAPS-1 reactor

Laser cutting tool for bellow lip

mounted on coolant channel

Hand-held probe for measuring

depth-sensitive fluorescence signatures

in a layered turbid sample

Raman spectra have been measured from palm

oil adulterated ghee samples using a Raman probe

based experimental system developed in-house.

Significant differences have been observed between the

Raman spectra of ghee and palm oil. A Partial Least

Square (PLS) regression based chemometric algorithm,

performed via independent and leave-one-batch-out

cross-validation, was able to predict palm oil

adulteration in ghee with an accuracy of 90 % for an

adulteration greater than 10 percent.

The laser cutting technology developed earlier for

the bellow lip weld joint has been modified with a

refined tool design and interlocks for the safety of the

tool, motor and controller for more reliable and repeated

operations. Laser cutting of 609 bellow lip weld joints

has been successfully carried out during an EMCCR

campaign at KAPS-1 reactor in nine days of round the

clock operation. The separation of bellow rings was also

ensured during the campaign. The successful laser

based remote cutting resulted in an enormous

reduction in MANREM consumption, time and cost.

In-situ removal of two selected coolant channels

R6 and S8 of RAPS-4 reactor has been carried out

using a remotely operated and indigenously developed

5 kW peak power fiber coupled pulsed Nd:YAG laser.

The coolant channels were removed for post irradiation

examination data. Laser based cutting technology

enormously reduced the radiation dose consumption,

time and cost for the operation, which was not possible

to be carried out by mechanical methods due to space

restrictions and high radiation dose.
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Pressure tube stubs of the R6 and S8 coolant

channels of the RAPS-4 reactor, and the O-9 and Q-9

coolant channels of MAPS-1 were required to be

retrieved for post irradiation studies. End fitting of

MAPS-1 & 2 reactors have different dimensions as

compared to those of RAPS-3 & 4 reactors. Hence the

underwater laser cutting tool developed earlier was

modified and gas-assisted underwater laser cutting

technology was deployed for the retrieval of pressure

tube stubs of all the eight end fittings, with pressure

tube stubs of length 200-220 mm, in minimum time and

with minimum radiation dose consumption.

During an En-masse Coolant Channels

Replacement (EMCCR) campaign, the S-07 coolant

channel of the KAPS-2 reactor was stuck in the

calendria, and it could not be removed by mechanical

methods. Laser cutting technology was developed and

deployed successfully at the split sleeve location for the

removal of the stuck north end of the S-07 coolant

channel in high radiation environment.

A metallic mirror based periscopic optical imaging

system has been designed and developed with online

CCD camera based viewing system having view at 90°

with respect to radiation field emission direction. This

optical viewing system has been deployed successfully

at MAPS-1 reactor for detection of leak in the end-

shield.

Underwater laser cutting arrangement for PT

stubs at MAPS-1 (Insets show laser cutting

tool for PT stub and laser cut PT stubs)

In-situ laser cutting of stuck north end of

S-7 coolant channel of KAPS-2 reactor

2.5 m long periscopic optical tool for

in-situ viewing of end-shield leak at MAPS-1

Steam generator tubes (14 mm ID and 1 mm wall

thickness) of KGS-4 reactor are axially over-rolled up

to a length of 80 mm in tube sheet at two locations,

and safe removal of faulty tubes was difficult due to a

large pulling load requirement exceeding its yield/

rupture point of 4 tons. A remotely operable, controlled

depth laser based axial grooving process with miniature

laser cutting nozzle of 12.5 mm diameter has been

developed and qualified for removal of over-rolled faulty

SG tubes in the KGS-4 reactor.
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A Laser Additive Manufacturing system using 500

W fibre laser based Powder Bed Fusion (LAM-PBF)

approach has been conceptualized, designed and

developed. The system, with a build-volume of 250 mm

x 250 mm x 200 mm, will cater to the fabrication needs

of single material complex components involving small

intricate features, thin walled structures and overhang

geometries. The geometries fabricated are shown in the

picture.

Axial and circular laser cutting tool

Axially laser grooved SG tube.

Laser cutting tool inserted in

SG tube for axial grooving

500 W fibre laser based LAM-PBF system

External and internal geared geometry with

honeycomb core.

Hexagon hannelled nipple
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A robot based large volume workstation of laser

additive manufacturing has been developed by

overcoming the limitations of the conventional

approach. This will cater to engineering jobs within a

working volume of 1 m3 in a processing station

envelope of 1.5 m diameter x 2.6 m height. The system

is capable of carrying out additive manufacturing under

controlled environment with impurities level, specifically

oxygen and moisture, below 100 ppm.

surface defects on the fatigue life of engineering

components

Trapping of cold 87Rb atoms in a dipole trap of a

far detuned laser beam has been demonstrated. The

trapped atoms were found to obey the potential

structure provided by the dipole laser beam, which is

in the shape of fine straight line. The potential depth of

the dipole laser beam was 3 mK for 20 W power. The

number of trapped 87Rb atoms in the dipole trap was

105.

A Two Isotope Magneto-Optical Trap (TIMOT) has

been developed for a bosonic and fermionic mixture of

Krypton atoms. Simultaneous cooling and trapping of

metastable 84Kr (84Kr*) and metastable 83Kr (83Kr*)

atoms has been achieved by overlapping the cooling

laser beams for these isotopes in the same region of a

chamber where a Zeeman slowed atomic beam was

injected to load the TIMOT. The TIMOT has 1x105

number of atoms of each isotope.

SPECIAL MATERIALS

Using high purity raw material, about 25 kg Lithium

Titanate (Li
2
TiO

3
) pebble has been fabricated and

sintered. XRD analysis confirmed the formation of single

phase Li2TiO3.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Lab CVD reactor is one of the most critical step in

demonstration of High Purity Silicon Wafer production

Technology from metallurgical grade silicon. Lab Scale

Chemical Vapour deposition reactor for bulk production

of high purity polycrystalline silicon rods was operated

for the first time in India and 6 rods were successfully

grown having diameters ranging from 13 to 21 mm.

In-process large volume-laser additive

manufacturing system.

Quartz bell jar reaction for chemical vapour

deposition of high purity silicon rods

Developed large volume-laser additive

manufacturing system.

The presence of surface defects is known to

adversely affect the fatigue performance of engineering

components. In this respect, laser peening has been

used on SAE 9260 spring steel as a remedial measure

to enhance its tolerance for surface defects with respect

to its fatigue performance. The results of the work hold

promise for suppressing adverse effect of pre-existing
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Radiation resistant polysulfone-based composite

ultrafiltration (UF) membrane was developed and rolled

into spiral configuration. A membrane set-up housing

a spiral UF membrane module and 3 resin columns was

installed and commissioned at AFFF, Tarapur, for

decontamination of ultrasonic bath water used for

cleaning MOX fuel. The decontamination factor

obtained with the membrane module alone is 2250,

making the water suitable for recycle and reuse at full

capacity.

completed and required training has been imparted to

the ECIL technical personnel, for fabrication and

integration of the supplies with the detector unit. The

integrated explosive detectors will be supplied to OPSA

(Office of the Principal Scientific Adviser to the

Government of India), New Delhi for further deployment

of these detectors with other agencies at different

places in India.

Ultrafiltration (UF) Membrane manufacturing

set up in AFFF, Tarapur

Detector units under assembly at ECIL

RDX detection on detector screen with

RRCAT HV pulsed and HV dc supplies

An optical periscope was developed for remote

monitoring of operation of various instruments in the

radioactive area of Waste Immobilization Plant (WIP).

A CCTV camera integrated to the periscope provides

imaging & zooming capabilities. The periscope is

adequately shielded to protect the camera sensor and

associated electronics from radiation damage.

Electronics & Instrumentation

ECIL, Hyderabad and IGCAR, Kalpakkam took up

development of an Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS)

based indigenous Explosive Detection System for

detection of explosives like TNT,RDX, PETN etc. The

drift tube of the IMS detector needed a compact high

voltage pulsed supply and a high voltage dc supply for

controlled acceleration of the charged ions to be

detected. RRCAT has successfully developed the dc

and the pulsed supply as required by ECIL. The dc

supply is rated for -5 kV / 250 μA DC and pulse supply

is rated for -5 kV / 200 μA. Both the supplies have been

integrated with the detector unit and tested successfully

for detection of explosives like TNT.

Twelve sets of supplies have been developed at

ECIL under expert guidance of RRCAT and are being

integrated with the detector units. The “Technology

transfer” process for high voltage supplies has been

Special Programmes

The RF seeker is a joint design and development

of BrahMos aerospace, DRDL (DRDO), BARC and

ECIL. BARC and ECIL. A precision servo control system

for stabilization and positioning of two axis gimbal

mechanism, which steers the RF seeker radar antenna

precisely towards the designated target point have been

developed. The RF seeker is designed to be compact,

lightweight and capable of withstanding severe Electro

Magnetic Interference and harsh environmental

conditions.
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ISOTOPE PROCESSING

The radioisotopes in India are produced in

research reactors at Trombay, power reactors of

NPCIL and accelerators at VECC. These

radioisotopes are processed by BARC, and a vast

array of high quality radioisotope based products

and equipment is commercially produced by BRIT.

All these products and services have wide

applications in the fields of medicine, agriculture,

industry and research.

BARC produced 
192

Ir of 56,000 Ci activity for

industrial applications. Apart from this, several medically

important radioisotopes such as 
99

Mo, 
131

I, 
177

Lu,

153
Sm and 

125
I have been produced for healthcare.

3,000 Ci of radioisotopes have been processed and

deployed through BRIT to various hospitals and nuclear

medicine centers.

During the year 2018 various types of sealed

radioactive sources in suitable solid substrates were

fabricated and supplied to customers for their

applications in medicine, oil and gas industry,

calibration of instruments in electronics and nuclear

industries etc. Indigenous 
125

I brachytherapy sources

were developed in Radiopharmaceuticals Division and

supplied regularly to various hospitals, such as,

Sankara Nethralaya (Chennai), P.D. Hinduja Hospital

(Mumbai), Sri Ramkrishna Hospital (Coimbatore) and

Government Medical College & Hospital (GMCH,

Chandigarh) for the treatment of eye cancer patients.

This year, GMCH, Chandigarh became the first medical

centre in Northern India offering eye brachytherapy

facility to needy cancer patients using the source

developed in BARC.

During the year 2018, 747 consignments of sealed

radioactive sources (which includes low level laboratory

check sources and custom-made sources) containing

beta, gamma, positron, conversion electron, X-ray and

low energy gamma emitters have been supplied to

various customers for medical, industrial and other

specific applications through BRIT on commercial

basis. For calibrating the dose calibrators used in

hospital radiopharmacy, 137Cs vial sources have been

fabricated for the first time and supplied to a nuclear

medicine centre. Strontium-90/Yttrium-90 large area

sources have been supplied to NPCIL power stations

RF seeker mounted in Missile nose cone

RF seeker

The prototype RF seeker deployed in BARC

covering around 200 meter fence

Indigenously developed vibration fence consists of

Perimeter Intrusion Detection (PID) controller,

triboelectric cables and alarm monitoring system. PID

controller implements event detection & classification

algorithm to discriminate human intrusion events like

climb, cut and fence lift from other environmental

disturbances. The prototype is deployed in BARC

covering around 200 meter fence.
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One of the salt tolerant rice selection, BARCKKV-

16, was promoted from AVT-I (salinity trials; Kharif 2017)

with yield of 36.83 q/ha [31.39% higher yield over

Panvel 2 (Check)] to AVT-II. It was evaluated in AVT-II

(salinity trials in Kahrif-2018) in the Maharashtra state.

for use in portal monitors. Cobalt-60 polymer film

sources have been fabricated for use as PIP tag

sources in oil and gas industry. Nickel-63 annular

copper ring deposited sources prepared by in-situ

electrochemical deposition technique for use in Electron

Capture Detectors (ECD) in gas chromatography

applications have been supplied to ECIL (Hyderabad).

These radioactive sources which are fabricated and

supplied by Radiopharmaceuticals Division serve as

indigenous economical alternatives to the imported

sources.

RAPPCOF facility continued the tasks related with

the supply of Co-60 for various uses, right from

receiving the adjuster rods from various Indian PHWR

power reactors (a by-product of neutron regulation),

processing of the activity, fabrication of sealed sources,

to supply of Co-60 sources (irradiator sources &

teletherapy sources), are all carried out. At RAPPKOFF,

Kota, total activity of Co-60 which was processed during

the year was about 4214 kCi during the financial year

2018-19, which is a milestone in the history of BRIT.

RAPPCOF successfully fabricated Co-60 Teletherapy

Source with highest RMM possible as of now, i.e. 242

RMM, indigenously. After obtaining special arrangement

approval from AERB, RAPPCOF was successful for

transportation of eight adjuster/absorber rods in four

consignments from KAPS, Gujarat to RAPPCOF during

the reported period.

AGRICULTURE

Crop Improvement

Crop improvement work has made significant

contribution in terms of varieties released in cereals and

pulses and number of different mutant lines tested

against abiotic and biotic stress. In case of rice,

Trombay Chhattisgarh Dubraj Mutant -1 (TCDM-1) was

released by Indira Gandhi Krishi Vidyapeeth, (IGKV),

Chhattisgarh. TCDM-1 has yield advantage of more

than 35% over parent variety (Dubraj) with semi-dwarf

plant stature and enhanced tillerring. Another rice

variety Trombay Karjat Kolam, BARCKKV-13, developed

through collaborative research with Regional

Agricultural Research Station, Karjat, DBSKKV, Dapoli,

was recommended for release for cultivation in the

Konkan region of Maharashtra. This dwarf variety, early

maturity, superior grain quality and high yield can

replace the traditional Kolam rice varieties in this region.

Field view of “TCDM-1

(Trombay Chhattisgarh Dubraj Mutant-1)

(released for Chhattisgarh State)

Rice variety “TKR Kolam” (BARCKKV-13)

(Released for Konkan Maharashtra)

Field view of salt tolerant rice line

“BARCKKV-16”
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In pulses, Trombay cowpea variety TC-901, the

first central variety has been released and notified for

summer growing regions of north zone, comprising of

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Haryana, Uttarakhand, Madhya

Pradesh and Maharashtra States. TC-901 is early

maturing (70 days) and high yielding (1100 – 1350 kg/

ha), with 15% increased yield over the national check

RC101 and resistance against yellow mosaic virus and

root rot diseases.

In banana, out of 8 mutant lines, a mutant line,

TBM-9 was selected, which performed better than the

control with a bunch weight of 29 kg with early maturity

(294 days). This mutant is being multiplied at National

Research Centre for Banana, Trichy, TamilNadu for

further large scale field trials. The mutant lines are

registered with NBPGR, New Delhi and IC numbers

have been obtained. Transgenic banana plants over-

expressing MusaSNAC1, a transcription factor imparted

drought tolerance in banana by modulating stomatal

closure and H
2
O
2
 content. With regard to iron

biofortification in banana for increasing the iron content,

several transgenic banana plants were regenerated with

OsNAS1 and OsNAS. Out of this, 200 transgenic lines

of Grand Naine and Rasthali have been given to

National Research Centre for Banana, Trichy, Tamil

Nadu to grow and analyse increased iron content in the

fruits.

In biotechnological approach for crop

improvement, irradiated chitosan as a ‘biostimulant’

was used for improving overall productivity and stress

tolerance. This biostimulant has been ‘Recommended

for Release’ for commercial application in sugarcane

cultivation by the Joint Agresco Meeting held at

Mahatma Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth, Rahuri.

FOOD PROCESSING

A demonstration electron beam radiation

processing facility named ARPF is being developed at

Indore. Two electron linacs with beam power 5 kW and

beam energy of 10 MeV have been shifted to the

Agricultural Radiation Processing Facility ARPF site. The

picture shows the two linacs installed side by side at

the facility. After obtaining AERB approval, Linac-1 has

been commissioned at beam power of 5 kW and the

commissioning of Linac-2 is in progress. The 10 MeV

electron linac-based experimental irradiation facility

operating at RRCAT was used by various researchers

from all over the country for irradiation on the

agricultural and industrial samples. The irradiation

experiments carried out at the facility during this year

are summarized as follows. A preliminary study has

been initiated in collaboration with ICAR-Central Citrus

Research Institute, Nagpur on Nagpur mandarin fruits

(Citrus reticulate Blanco) for shelf life extension using

electron beam and to study its effects on bio-active

components. These samples were irradiated in dose

range of 0.3 kGy to 1.5 kGy. The electron beam facility

has been used for irradiation of large number of rice

variety seeds (Dandras, Kanak bas, Sanchuriya,

Dhaniya Phool, Samundrachini & Vishnubhog,

Chirayinakhi, Zeeraphool) in the dose range of 50 Gy

to 750 Gy. This work is being done in collaboration with

Indira Gandhi Krishi Vishwavidyalaya, Raipur (CG) and

NABTD, BARC.

Transgenic Rasthali and Grand Naine banana

Plants in net house trial at NRCB, Trichy from

Iron biofortification

Banana mutant line (TBM-9) growing in the

field along with a harvested bunch

Trombay cowpea variety TC-901
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Linac-B1 and Linac-B2 installed at radiation

processing facility

Electron beam irradiation of different rice

varieties for mutation breeding

Fresh Banana Juice Technology

De-bittered Karela Juice Technology

Research on radiation processing of agricultural

commodities to develop new products and applications

continues to be the focus. These include the use of a

combination treatment of radiation processing (400 Gy)

and GRAS chemicals for extension of shelf life of fruits

such as green grapes (Sharad, Sonaka and

Thompson), pomegranate, litchi, mangoes (Alphonso

and Kesar) and ready-to-eat apple slices.

Radiation processing was also employed for

development of ready-to-eat shelf stable processed &

fortified products from Jamun fruit pulp, shelf stable

anti-diabetic nutraceutical incorporating fenugreek

microgreen, mint and herbal (Gurmar). De-bittered and

pasteurized bitter gourd juice retaining anti-diabetic

activity and banana juice have been developed which

are microbiologically safe with long shelf life of up to

one year.

Shelf life extension of ready to cook Alu Wadi and

Kothambir, traditional Maharashtrian snack items, up to

4 months at ambient temperature was achieved using

combination of radiation processing and vacuum

packaging of the products. Protocols for preparation of

energy bar from Ragi and Amaranthus flours were

standardized.

Flesh foods such as intermediate moisture spiced

chicken cubes under vacuum packing and irradiation

(5 kGy) enhanced the shelf-life by 1 year while storage

of fresh fish and shrimp can be enhanced employing

hurdle technologies. A Shelf stable fish soup premix

was also prepared using gamma irradiation processing

for microbial decontamination of the product.

Intermediate Moisture Shrimp
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Scale up of technology for Xanthan gum

production to 1000 liters was carried out successfully.

Novel active food packaging materials which has

antimicrobial properties, intelligent packaging film that

can indicate the quality of food product by colour

change have been developed. Thermoplastic

biodegradable sealable films were developed using

corn starch and polyvinyl alcohol and methylated guar

gum in combination with nanoclays was found suitable

for packaging of minimally processed fresh-cut

produce.

In the area of basic research, abscisic acid and

phylloquinone/ naphthoquinone were identified as

antimutagenic compounds in honey and spinach,

respectively. Effect of gamma radiation on changes in

physicochemical and functional properties of different

food hydrocolloids like locust bean gum and psyllium

husk gum was assessed and efficacy of the irradiated

gum for development of different functional food

products was evaluated. Besides this, preservative

potential of papaya peel extract in meat, use of gamma

radiation and microwaves in destruction of aflatoxin in

peanuts were also assessed. Feasibility of newer

radiochromic film and lithium and calcium borate-based

glass dosimeters developed for food irradiation

application was assessed. Studies on mechanism of

programmed cell death in Xanthomonas campestris

were continued.

Radiation Procession Services

Radiation Processing Plant (RPP), Vashi

Radiation Processing Plant, Vashi has provided

gamma radiation processing services for Spices,

Ayurvedic raw material, healthcare products and pet

feed etc. to 285 customers from all over the country.

Source strength of the plant was increased up to 700

kCi so as to increase the throughput of the plant. Eight

new customers for Spice, Ayurvedic raw material and

pet feed were registered with the facility during last nine

months. New products such as coconut water powder,

liver extract powder, watermelon powder and tobacco

were also successfully irradiated to achieve microbial

decontamination.

During the current financial year, 4749.56 MT of

spices and other products were processed against the

annual target of 4500 MT.

ISO 9001:2015 (Upgraded from 9001:2008)

Certification for Quality Management System was

received for Radiation Processing Plant, Vashi (BRIT)

for providing Gamma Radiation Processing Services for

Hygienization of spices, ayurvedic raw materials, pet

feed and packaging materials.

Source replenishment of 200 kCi of Co-60 was

carried out for Radiation Processing Plant, Vashi (BRIT)

to increase the throughput in September, 2018.

Activities at Dosimetry Group of RPP includes the

following:

Additional revenue was obtained from GRPS

related products and services which include the

production & supply of 2.0 Lakh Ceric-Cerous Sulphate

dosimeters for various gamma irradiators in the country

and around 1500 Nos. of Ceric-Cerous Sulphate

dosimeters were made and exported to Atomic Energy

Regulatory Board, Sri Lanka, for absorbed dose

measurements.

Radiation Processing Plant recommissioning

dosimetry was carried out in eight plants in the country

for low, medium and high dose application. Dosimetry

for mango irradiation was carried out at M/s Innova Agri

Bio Park, Bengaluru, M/s IFC, Vashi, for approval of the

facility by USFDA – APHIS for quarantine purpose.

Plant commissioning dosimetry for Dry Sludge

Gamma Irradiator at AMC, dosimetry for medical

products sterilization plant at M/s Pinnacle Therapeutics

Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad and plant commissioning

dosimetry for Class VI and Class III products of M/s EMI

were provided by BRIT.

Dose rate certification were provided for 10 Nos.

of blood irradiators supplied to various cancer hospitals

and four Nos. of Gamma Chambers that were supplied

to research universities in the reported period.

Intelligent Packaging
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New MoU for Radiation Processing Plants in

Private Sector

BRIT signed an MoU with M/s ZarimsDrynamics

LLP, Ahemdabad for setting up a Gamma Radiation

Processing Plant for disinfestation, shelf life extension

of food products and sterilization applications of

healthcare products near Kheda, Gujarat. A MoU was

signed with M/s Solas Industries, Noida for setting up

a Gamma Radiation Processing Plant for disinfestation,

shelf life extension of food products and sterilization

applications of healthcare products at Mathura (Uttar

Predesh). A MoU was signed with M/s Microtrol

Sterilization Services Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai for setting up a

Gamma Radiation Processing Plant for disinfestation,

shelf life extension of food products and sterilization

applications of healthcare products at Rewari

(Haryana). A MoU was signed with M/s HiMedia

Laboratories Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai for setting up a Gamma

Radiation Processing Plant for disinfestation, shelf life

extension of food products and sterilization applications

of healthcare products at Ambernath (E), Maharashtra.

A MoU was signed with M/s AV Gamma Tech LLP,

Mumbai & M/s Gamma Agro Medical Processing,

Hyderabadfor setting up a Gamma Radiation

Processing Plant for disinfestation, shelf life extension

of food products and sterilization applications of

healthcare products nearAmbernath, Thane&near

Aerospace Park, Bangalore.

HEALTH

Radioisotope based formulations, techniques

and equipment are widely used in the diagnosis and

treatment of various diseases. BARC, BRIT, RRCAT

and VECC are major contributors in this field.

Radioisotopes are produced, processed and

technologies are developed at Trombay for varied

applications in the medical field. BARC’s Radiation

Medicine Centre, a premier centre in the field of

radio-diagnosis and radiotherapy in Mumbai, is a

regional referral centre of the World Health

Organization (WHO) for South East Asia.

BRIT produces and supplies radio-

pharmaceuticals for diagnosis and treatment of

diseases, teletherapy and brachytherapy sources,

radioisotope based kits, various instruments, and

radio processing services. Jonaki Laboratory at

Hyderabad produces and supplies P-32 labelled

nucleotides for research in biology, biotechnology

and drug discovery. Jonaki also markets S-35

labelled amino acids produced by labelled

compounds at Vashi.

Radioisotopes for medical applications are also

manufactured at VECC. The Regional Radiation

Medicine Centre in Kolkata meets the radio-

diagnostic and radiotherapy requirements of the

eastern region of the country.

MoU signed with M/s ZarimsDrynamics LLP,

Ahemdabad

MoU signed with M/s Solas Industries, Noida

Radiopharmaceuticals

Radiopharmaceuticals are meant for in-vivo use,

mainly for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Since

they are meant for in-vivo use as pharmaceutical grade

products, compliance to good manufacturing practices

(GMP) is mandatory. In-vitro Radioimmunoassay (RIA)

and Immunoradiometric Assay (IRMA) Kits and C-14

Urea capsules are used mainly for diagnostic use.

Positron Emitting Tomography (PET) is a powerful

imaging agent through which quantitative information

on the distribution of positron-emitter labelled

radiopharmaceuticals (PET radiopharmaceuticals) in

the body can be realized. 
18

F-FDG is currently the most

widely PET radiopharmaceutical in clinical oncology in

addition to its clinical applications in cardiology and

neurology. The application of PET in clinical oncology

is increasing since many molecular targets relevant to

cancer can be labelled with positron emitter
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radiopharmaceuticals and also these products needs

to be produced in strict GMP compliance.

Regular, uninterrupted, production and supply of

radiopharmaceuticals, all over India, was continued.

However, efforts were made towards expanding the

production capacity by introducing some new products

based on 
99m

Tc, 
177

Lu, 
68

Ga and 
188

Re

radiopharmaceuticals.

131
I as Na

131
I is one of the most important

isotopes which is mainly used for diagnosis and therapy

of various thyroid disorders, including thyroid cancers.

Approximately 632 Ci of Na
131

I and over 23000

consignments were processed, formulated and

supplied to various nuclear medicine hospitals all over

India in the form of solution and capsules. This also

includes I-131 labelled mIBG, which is supplied as

sterile injections and is used for the diagnosis and

treatment of Neuro Endocrine Tumors (NET).

Pneumatic based, remote foot operating

ATOMLAB 400 Dose Calibrator is installed inside the

fume hood and in between the transport box of both,

131
I-NaI Solutions (IOM-1) plant in the main Production

Laboratory. This set-up would help increase the integrity

of Quality Assurance as well as decrease the MAN REM

dose.

BRIT continues to supply I-131 labelled therapeutic

product, I-131-Lipiodol, used for the treatment of

Hepatocellular Carcinima [the most common type of

Liver Cancer (single patient dose is 75mCi of I-131)]

which was launched last year in collaboration with

RPhD, BARC.

During the reported period, another milestone of

12
th

 Plan Project, “Advanced Facilities for

Radiopharmaceuticals Production (AFRP)”, 740 GBq

(20Ci) capacity GMP compliant 
131

I-mIBG Production

Facility (Procured from ITD, Dresden, Germany) has

been installed and cold commissioning is awaited. Trial

cold runs for pharmaceutical validation are presently

being undertaken.

Amongst the other therapeutic products supplied

by BRIT, such as P-32 [Samarium Phosphate Colloidal

Injection] for radiation synovectomy, Sm-153-EDTMP

injection for bone pain palliation, ready-to-use 
177

Lu-

EDTMP injection for bone pain due to the spread of

cancer in bones, a new therapeutic radiopharma-

ceutical, namely, Lu-177-DOTA-TATE which was

launched last year for treatment of metastatic

(somatostatin receptor positive) neuroendocrine tumors

(NET) has gained a lot of importance. 47 Ci in 494

consignments were supplied to nuclear medicine

centers all over India during the reported year 2018-19.

BRIT has introduced two ready-to-use diagnostic

radiopharmaceuticals based on peptide labelling with

Gallium-68 (Ga-68) isotope for imaging cancers of

different origin. Supply has started for 
68

Ga-Prostate

Specific Membrane Antigen (PSMA) for diagnosis of

Prostate Cancer and 
68

Ga-DOTA-TATE for the diagnosis

of neuroendocrine tumours (NET). These

radiopharmaceuticals were supplied to the nuclear

medicine centres in and around Mumbai only (short

half-life of Ga-68 radionuclide, which is only 68 minutes)

after the installation of 
68

Ge-
68

Ga Generator at BRIT.

68
Ga-Radiopharmaceuticals synthesis

module along with 68Ge-68Ga generator

68
Ga-PSMA scan carried out with

BRIT product
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around Mumbai accounting for nearly 303 Ci of

radioactivity during the year 2018-19. More than 15000

patients benefitted with PET investigations in the

reported year.

During the year at BARC, considerable progress

has been made towards the development of various

PET imaging agents. Gallium-68-labeled NOTA-UBI

(Ubiquicidin 29-41), an infection imaging agent was

developed. Gallium-68-labeled BPAMD is a well-known

PET agent used for the skeletal imaging of patients

suspected to be suffering from bone metastases.

Methodology for the formulation of lyophilized BPAMD

kit, which will enable the hospitals to formulate the

patient dose of the agent in a convenient and single-

step process at the hospital radiopharmacy has been

developed. The efficacy of the kit has been evaluated

by imaging a few cancer patients in collaboration with

KMCH, Coimbatore. The kit has also been provided to

Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and

Research (PGIMER, Chandigarh) for clinical evaluation.

The whole-body image of a cancer patient, recorded

after administration of 68Ga-BPAMD has been prepared

using freeze-dried BPAMD kit, at 30 minutes post-

administration.

Supply of cold kits to various nuclear

medicine hospitals all over India

During the year 2018-19, more than 16,500 Nos.

of cold kits for formulation of 99mTc

radiopharmaceuticals (19 products; BRIT Code-TCK) in

nearly 16,000 consignments were formulated,

lyophilized, QC tested and supplied to various nuclear

medicine hospitals all over India.

Nearly 525 Ci of 
99

Mo, in 2150 generators in form

of Sodium Molybdate solution, for solvent extraction

generator, Coltech generators and Geltech generators

is supplied to the Nuclear Medicine Centres in India.

More than 2,50,000 In-vivo diagnostic

investigations are estimated to have been carried out

this year with varied diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals,

the major one being, 
99

mTc based cold kits and 
99

Mo-

99
mTc generator systems and around 17000 therapeutic

applications are estimated to have carried out during

the reported year using BRIT therapeutic

radiopharmaceuticals including Na
131

I for treating

hyperthyroidism and thyroid cancer therapy.

‘Facility for the production of cold kits for the

preparation of Tc-
99

m Radiopharmaceuticals’ was

awarded the certificate for the compliance to WHO

cGMP requirements by M/s URS Certification Ltd (a

member of URS Holdings Group, U.K.) (Recertified as

per Current Standards).

Various Technetium-99m Cold Kits for the

preparation of Technetium-99m radiopharmaceutical

injections were exported to Chile, South America.

The Medical Cyclotron Facility (MCF), Parel

continues the production and supply of Positron

Emission Tomography (PET) radiopharmaceuticals,

mainly 
18

F-FDG and 
18

F-Sodium Fluoride and to a

lesser extent 
18

F-Flurothymidine (FLT) and newly

launched [F-18]-Fluro Ethyl–L-Tyrosine (FET). Regular

and uninterrupted supply of about 476 consignments

of PET radiopharmaceuticals such as 
18

F- FDG, 
18

F-

NaF, 
18

F-FLT, and 
18

F-FET to various hospitals in and

PET/CT image showing uptake of

68
Ga-NOTA-UBI (29-41) in spinal TB

Production of 
99m

Tc-based SPECT RPhs were

carried out. A total of 74.39 GBq of 
68

Ga-DOTATATE

and 17.08 GBq of 68Ga-PSMA-11 of 
68

Ga based PET

RPhs were produced during the year. A total of 3856.30

GBq of 
177

Lu-DOTATATE and 395.69 GBq of 
177

Lu-

DOTA-PSMA-617 of 
177

Lu based therapeutic RPhs were

produced during the year. Radiochemical Purity, Sterility

Testing & Bacterial Endotoxin Testing were carried out

for all batches of RPhs produced before releasing for

administering to the patients.
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Patients referred to Radiation Medicine Centre

(RMC) for diagnostic and therapy purposes were

examined by Nuclear Medicine consultants and studies

were carried out as per their instructions. Patients

admitted to the therapy ward are administered high

dose radioiodine therapy and 
177

Lu-DOTATATE and

177
Lu-PSMA-11 therapy.

Scintigraphy (in vivo radionuclide imaging)

services were carried out during January to December,

2018. A total of 13,641 no. of patients were scanned

during the year.

A single vial freeze-dried kit has been developed

for the formulation of 99mTc-labeled dimeric RGD

peptide derivative for non-invasive monitoring of breast

cancer patients. Clinical investigations have been

initiated in breast cancer patients in collaboration with

PGIMER, Chandigarh.

Technitium-99m-labeled Human Serum Albumin

(HSA) nanocolloid, used as a sentinel lymph node

radiotracer for prognosis of several cancers, is regularly

prepared in Radiopharmaceuticals Division and

supplied to various nuclear medicine clinics through

BRIT. During the year, efforts had been directed to

enhance the shelf-life of the lyophilized kit used for the

preparation of the agent and approval from the

competent authority has been received towards the use

of this improved kit for the treatment of human patients.

Liver cancer is a leading cause of cancer-relates

deaths world-wide. Trans Arterial Radio Embolization

[TARE] is a preferred mode of treatment in a section

of patients to whom the surgical resection of affected

liver is not possible for various reasons.

Radiopharmaceuticals Division of BARC had recently

developed a two vial kit for preparing a TARE agent,

namely 188ReN-DEDC/ Lipiodol. Clinical evaluation of

the agent was performed in collaboration with three

premier hospitals of our country, namely All India

Institute of Nuclear Medicine (AIIMS, New Delhi), Tata

Memorial Hospital (TMH, Mumbai) and Kovai Medical

Center and Hospital (KMCH, Coimbatore). In the year

2018, the use of the kit for human administration has

been approved by the competent authority, thus making

this radiopharmaceutical an approved agent in India.

131
I-labeled Lipiodol is another such agent

developed in Radiopharmaceuticals Division for the

treatment of unresectable liver cancer. During the year,

5 batches of 
131

I-Lipiodol injection was prepared and

supplied for providing the radiotherapeutic treatment to

the patients suffering from liver carcinoma.

During the year 2018, plant-scale multi-dose

formulation of ‘ready-to-inject’ 
177

Lu-labeled DOTMP, a

potential radiotherapeutic agent for bone pain palliation,

has been developed and preliminary clinical

investigations have been performed in eight cancer

patients in collaboration with PGIMER, Chandigarh. A

freeze-dried DOTMP kit, which enables the formulation

of the agent at the hospital radiopharmacy was also

developed and the lyophilized kits have been supplied

to AIIMS (New Delhi) and PGIMER (Chandigarh) for the

treatment of cancer patients suffering from metastatic

skeletal carcinoma originated from various types of

primary cancers.

Post-therapy scintigraphic image of a patient,

suffering from metastatic prostate cancer

after administration of 70mCi dose of

ready-to-inject 
177

Lu-DOTMP

During 2018, strong efforts have been directed to

standardize the formulation of various radiolabeled

antibodies such as, Rituximab (for the treatment of Non

Hodgkin’s Lymphoma), Trastuzumab (for treating breast

cancer patients) and Nimotuzumab (for treating

epidermal growth factor receptors expressing cancers).
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Dosimetric studies with 
177

Lu-Trastuzumab in patients

with breast cancer have recently been initiated in

collaboration with TMH (Mumbai).

As a part of Government of India’s ‘Make in India’

initiative, development and manufacturing of a new

indigenous Nd:YAG laser welding machine has been

achieved in collaboration with RRCAT (Indore) for

encapsulating miniature 125I brachytherapy seeds in

biocompatible titanium tubes towards their use for

treatment of eye cancer.

Neutron irradiation of natural cerium based CeO
2

microspheres has been carried out to prepare 
141

Ce

point sources for their use as marker sources in nuclear

medicine diagnostics. Two such sources have been

supplied to RMC and KEM Hospital (Mumbai) for their

use during clinical settings.

Radiation Technology Equipment

Indigenous rechargeable phantoms

Indigenous rechargeable phantoms have been

fabricated in-house at Radiopharmaceuticals Division

for their use in quality assurance of gamma cameras

installed at two different nuclear medicine centres in

Mumbai. Radiochemical processing of about 1 Ci of

141Ce has been accomplished for use in these

phantoms. Four consignments of 141Ce have also

been supplied to RMC and KEM Hospital (Mumbai) for

intended application.

Bhabhatron unit with Multi Leaf Collimator

(MLC)

In the area of affordable cancer treatment, to

improve clinical performance, radio therapy machine

Bhabhatron has been integrated with Multi Leaf

Collimator (MLC) system to provide radiation field to

irregular tumour geometries. Hon’ble President of India

inaugurated the Bhabhatron unit with MLC, installed at

ACTREC, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai during his visit to

BARC.

Blood Irradiator

Four Blood Irradiators-2000 units with Cs-137

source (9116 Ci) have been supplied to hospitals in

India during April 2018 to March 2019.

Radiography Camera

Production and supply of 47 new indigenous

radiography camera, model ROLI-2, and servicing and

inspection of 388 numbers of BRIT manufactured as

well as imported ROLI cameras, were the highlights

during the reported period.

Gamma Chamber 5000

Three units of GC-5000 were loaded with Co-60

source and transported to different institutions in India.

Out of these, one Gamma Chamber – 5000 unit was

exported to NEAD-Technology Application and

Development Company Ltd. VIETNAM.

Radio Diagnostic & Treatment Services

A total number of about 1381 radioimmunoassay

(RIA) and immunoradiometric assay (IRMA) kits to serve

about 1,25,250 in-vitro investigations, were supplied to

various hospitals, research centers and immunoassay

laboratories throughout India.

Radioimmunoassay (RIA) and Immunoradiometric

Assay (IRMA) Kits manufacture, supply and R&D

accredited for compliance to ISO 9001:2015 and ISO

13485:2016 by UKAS (United Kingdom Accreditation

Services) during the reported period.

Regional centres at Delhi, Dibrugarh & Kolkata,

Hyderabad (also k/as Jonaki), Bengaluru, and Kota

continued the services of ready-to-use-

radiopharmaceuticals to surrounding nuclear medicine

hospitals, preparation & supply of labelled compounds,

radioanalytical certifications and processing of Co-60

sources for their various uses in Engineering

Programme of BRIT respectively. Around 3,000

consignments of in-vivo and in-vitro kits were supplied

to RCR’s for providing extended services to nearby

hospitals, research centres, or institutions at and

surrounding these cities.

During the year 2018-19, approximately 270 Nos.

of Technetium cold kits for formulation of 
99

mTc-

radiopharmaceuticals were supplied to various Nuclear

Medicine Hospitals in Kolkata. Fluorine-18 isotope was

successfully produced for the first time using

CYCLONE-30 in Medical Cyclotron Project (MCP),

Kolkata during the reported period 2018-19.

Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) synthesis was also carried

out at RCR, Kolkata, and also FDG synthesis module
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was indigenously developed at RCR, Kolkata located

at Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC). Regional

centre BRIT, Dibrugarh located at Assam Medical

College & Hospital is rendering RIA and IRMA

diagnostic services for the benefit of patients of the

entire North-Eastern region. The Radiopharmaceutical

products produced and supplied by BRIT, Vashi

complex are extensively used by the RC, Dibrugarh for

the diagnosis & investigation of various diseases. More

than 7000 patients of the region avail the services from

this center.

Regional Centre for Radiopharmaceuticals, Delhi

continued the supply of clinical grade, ready to use

diagnostic 
99

mTc-radiopharmaceuticals injections in

compliance with GMP and RPC, ready-to-use

radioactive therapeutic injections of 
131

I-mIBG, 
177

Lu,

153
Sm, COLTECH/GELTECH Generators and TCM-2

(
99

Mo Generator kit for Solvent Extraction), for nuclear

medicine centers in Delhi and NCR regions. During the

period 2018-19, Regional Centre, Delhi has been

involved in the production & supply of 22.7 Ci of clinical

grade, ready-to-use Tc-99m radiopharmaceuticals

injections. RCR, Delhi has obtained NOC from AERB

for the procurement of 
68

Ge/
68

Ga generator from

abroad. The procurement of hot cell, labelling module

and automatic dose dispenser for setting up of 68Ge/

68
Ga generator facility at Regional Centre, Delhi is in

progress.

During the period, Regional Centre of BRIT,

Hyderabad (Jonaki) obtained NOC from AERB to

procure Sodium Molybdate solution (185GBq/week) &

68
Ge-

68
Ga Generator (1.85GBq/Six months) to initiate

the supply of Tc-99m and Ga-68 radiopharmaceuticals

to local Nuclear Medicine Centers. It received

exemption from authorization for safe disposal/transfer

of radioactive waste for Jonaki, BRIT, and transport

permission from AERB to start the production & supply

of ready-to-use 
99

mTcO
4
- (pertechnatate). RCR,

Hyderabad, has also set up Sterility Testing (ST) and

Bacterial Endotoxin Testing (BET) laboratories where

physicochemical tests, ST and BET tests were all

performed for batches of 
99

mTcO
4
- (pertechnatate)

using Autosolex before their supply. It also continued

the synthesis and supply 32P labelled nucleotides (436

consignments – 287.5mCi) and a few molecular biology

reagents such as Taq DNA Polymerase (7.7 Lac Units),

PCR master mix and enzymes, for research in frontier

areas of Molecular Biology, Biotechnology, Biomedical

and Drug Discovery research of the country. It marketed

35
S-labelled amino acids products and TCK cold kits

(972 Nos.), produced at BRIT, Vashi Complex.

Labelled Compounds and

Diagnostic Kits

Labelled Compounds Programme of BRIT is

involved in the synthesis & supply of a variety of 
14

C,

3
H and 

35
S-labelled products and various types of

Tritium-Filled Self-Luminous sources. During 2018-19,

Labelled Compounds Programme has supplied 21000

F-18 target and its associated systems/modules

CYCLONE-30, Cyclotron Machine at Medical

Cyclotron Project (MCP) at VECC

Regional Centre, BRIT, Bengaluru supplied 85 Ci

of ready-to-use 
99

mTc-pertechnatate to nuclear

medicine hospitals and 820 TCK cold kits were sold

through retail outlet and door delivery for the

preparation of 
99

mTc-radiopharmaceuticals to nearby

nuclear medicine centers. Gamma irradiation unit, BI-

2000 is decommissioned and sent to BRIT, Vashi

Complex for loading of new Cs-137 source.

Radioanalytical Laboratory analyzed and certified 186

samples for the measurement of residual radioactivity

in various commodities such as food items for human

& animal consumption, medicine and miscellaneous

items.
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Four projects have been started with ICT, Mumbai

under DAE-ICT Centre on applications of deuterium in

medicinal chemistry viz., synthesis and evaluation of

bio-enhanced & targeted drug delivery system of

deuterated Mitocurcumin, modified deuterated

polyphenols as chemotherapeutic and antimicrobial

agents, modified novel deuterated amino acids and

small molecules. These deuterated analogs are

expected to have potential of increasing the lifetime of

active drugs and therapeutic importance for improved

potency.

Collaboration work with ACTREC is under

discussion for taking up phase –II studies on potential

of DDW for cancer therapy on a project “Evaluation of

anticancer potential of deuterium depleted water (DDW)

on human breast and lung cancer cell and experimental

tumor model”.

To promote non-nuclear application of Deuterium

and Heavy Water, exhibits were put up in various

conferences such as NUJ-DAE meet at Kaiga, IISF at

Lucknow, DAE workshop at Dehradun, CII Pharma

Conclave at Delhi, etc.

Radio Analysis

Radioanalytical Laboratory (RAL) carried out the

assay for the measurement and certification services of

Man-made (artificial) radioactivity levels in large number

of food items for human & animal consumption;

Naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORMs) in

environmental samples such as coal, fly ash, soil rock

phosphate, gypsum etc.; Co-60 contamination in steel;

Survey & certification for surface radiation dose of steel

consignments at factory premises and warehouses;

Gross alpha, gross beta and other specific

radioisotopes such as 
226

Ra & 
228

Ra in water samples

and Total Uranium in water samples by assay using

Fluorimeter.

During the year 2018-19, Radioanalytical Services

at Vashi Complex carried out more than 5520 tests on

export/domestic commodities and 1374 tests on water

samples (gross alpha, gross beta 
226

Ra & 
228

Ra). The

laboratory is accredited by NABL for testing many of

the parameters and empanelled by BIS for the testing

of gross alpha and gross beta in water samples.

Tritium Filled Self-luminous (TFS) sources of various

sizes and shapes to defence establishments and used

for illumination of various types of gadgets and

instruments. Work related to design and fabrication of

Tritium trapping system was completed and is

successfully being implemented for the production of

TFS sources during the reported year. Custom

synthesis of variety of labelled compounds along with

35
S-labelled amino acids, having very high specific

radioactivity and radiochemical purity, are also supplied.

Labelled Compounds Laboratory also continued the

production and supply of 
14

C-Urea Capsules which is

used for diagnosis of Helicobacter Pylori infection which

causes stomach ulcers.

Based on the MoU signed between BRIT and

Heavy Water Board, deuterated NMR solvents were

dispensed and supplied to various customers. All the

solvents that were supplied had more than 98%

Deuterium abundance. Supply of 150Ci of Tritiated

water was supplied to M/s ONGC.

To promote the Non-nuclear applications of

deuterium and heavy water in life sciences,

pharmaceuticals and technology, HWB is working with

number of organizations/institutions. There is a great

global demand of D-labelled compounds, NMR

solvents, APIs and drug entities. HWB is receiving

requests for supply of heavy water, deuterium gas,

DDW from various organizations.

Heavy Water Board has collaborated with M/s.

Clearsynth & M/s. SYNMAR for non-nuclear application

of heavy water. Each the parties have taken 550 kg

heavy water from HWB. M/s. Clearsynth has also taken

500 kg of DDW from HWP, Manuguru for carrying out

study on potential use of DDW as portable /energy

drink. M/s SyNMR has given the list of their products.

M/s Clearsynth has shared the spectra of CDCl3

produced by them which shows few impurities, HWB

has shared the brief process detail with M/s Clearsynth

in order to improve the quality of the product.

For synthesis of deuterated API, HWB has taken

initiative for collaboration with NCL, Pune and ICT,

Mumbai. Two collaborative projects with NCL, Pune

have been identified for synthesis of deuterated

methanol and a few deuterated building blocks for

medical use.
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Radiation Sterilization Plant for

Medical Products (ISOMED)

ISOMED facility, engaged in contract gamma

radiation processing services for terminal sterilization of

the medical products has processed 2664 Cubic mtrs

of products.

New Projects

DAE Medical Cyclotron Project: Radiopharma-

ceutical Facility

Production of F-18 using CYCLONE-30 Medical

Cyclotron at BRIT, VECC, was initiated.

Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) target was installed followed

by the preparation of 
18

F-FDG. Procurement of bio-

quality control equipments like PTS (portable endotoxin

testing system), incubator for sterility testing, sterility

reagents (media), and Bacterial Endotoxin test (BET)

reagents etc. has been completed. Installation of

different instrumentation modules such as Syringe drive

module, Helium manifold, Target manifold module and

Liquid distribution cabinet (input/output), supplied by

M/s IBA, were completed. The liquid target assembly

was installed on the corresponding target stations

provided inside the FDG target vault. Two targets were

assembled, installed and successfully tested for any

leakage or any vacuum problems. Mechanical support

for both, the targets were designed and fabricated

indigenously. Electric cables were routed to the control

room where the control PLC is installed. Teflon tubing

connections required for the F-18 targets operation

were completed and tested. Cold run was carried out

to test different operations and the consistency of the

system before the hot trials, or in other words, with F-

18. Thus, FDG synthesis was successfully completed

for the first time at RCR, BRIT.

Setting up of Fission based 
99

Mo Production

Facility

External civil construction is completed &

occupied. Internal civil modification is ongoing and only

50% completed so as to accommodate M/s. INVAP

design layout of the processing equipment. More than

80% of the equipments required in the plant and

machinery has been received and their installations are

in progress.

Advanced Facilities for Radiopharmaceuticals

Production

Civil construction of first floor over RPL extension

building is completed in all respects is completed and

occupied by staff. 740 GBq (20Ci) capacity GMP

compliant, I-131 mIBG production facility (procured

from Dresdon, Germany), has been installed and cold

commissioning is completed. New lyophilizer

(LYOMAX), is procured and installed.

Technology Development for Radiation

Technology Equipment

Civil construction for setting up of manufacturing

facility for I-125 seeds as brachytherapy sources, which

would be useful for the treatment and management of

Prostate Cancer, is completed. Tender for the

procurement of plant on ‘turnkey’ basis has been

raised. Transportation cask, BLC-200, for Co-60 has

been developed and the design is approved by AERB.

Biomedical Applications

A hand-held optical imaging device has been

developed for real-time non-contact in-situ imaging of

fluorescence from bacterial bio-burden in wounds,

which allows easy demarcation of bacterial film on

wounds. The efficacy of the developed system has

been assessed by detecting the fluorescence images

from bacteria infected wounds in mice treated with pro-

drug-aminolevulinic acid (ALA). Since the bacteria

rapidly synthesize porphyrins, a red fluorescent

compound, in the presence of ALA, it provides a very

good image contrast as compared to assessment

under white light illumination.

External and Internal view of Fission

Molybdenum Project (FMP) building
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The Technology of a ‘TuberculoScope’ developed

at RRCAT, Indore, which is a low-cost, easy-to-use and

portable point-of-care device for detection of

Mycobacterium tuberculus (the bacteria responsible for

TB disease), has been transferred to M/s RTK Meditech,

Indore, through the ‘Technology Transfer and

Coordination Division’ of BARC, Mumbai. Due to the

technology transfer, the ‘TuberculoScope’ is now

available from an Indian industry at much lower cost

as compared to the presently used imported

equipment.

Alternative Applications of Heavy

Water

The H
2

18
O of 95.5% O-18 enrichment is used in

PET scanning and 10% O-18 enrichment is useful in

metabolic studies. The first indigenously developed O-

18 production plant at HWP, Manuguru has reached the

enrichment of O-18 up to 75% during the report period.

Cancer Diagnostics and Treatment

Services

The Tata Memorial Centre (TMC), an

autonomous institution under the administrative

control of the Department of Atomic Energy,

Government of India. TMC comprises of Tata

Memorial Hospital (TMH), the Advance Centre for

Training, Research and Education (ACTREC) and the

Centre for Cancer Epidemiology (CCE) in addition to

new and upcoming cancer centres at Sangrur,

Visakhapatnam, Mohali, Varanasi and Guwahati.

The TMC, a Grant-in-Aid institution of the DAE,

GOI, comprised of nine centres - the main Tata

Memorial Hospital (TMH) in Mumbai; the Advanced

Centre for Treatment, Research & Education in

Cancer(ACTREC) at Kharghar, Navi Mumbai; the Centre

for Cancer Epidemiology (CCE)at Kharghar, Navi

Mumbai; the Homi Bhabha Cancer Hospital & Research

Centre (HBCHRC) at Aganampudi, Visakhapatnam; the

Homi Bhabha Cancer Hospital (HBCH) at Sangrur,

Punjab; the Homi Bhabha Cancer Hospital & Research

Centre (HBCHRC) at Mohali, Punjab; the Dr.

Bhubaneswar Borooah Cancer Institute (BBCI) at

Guwahati; the Homi Bhabha Cancer Hospital at

Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh. The Mahamana Pandit Madan

Mohan Malaviya Cancer Centre (MPMMCC) at Banaras

Hindu University (BHU), Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh was

due to be operational by February 2019.

The over 50 year old Tata Memorial Centre (TMC),

an established authority on cancer management in

India continued to treat cancer patients who flocked

from all over the country.

The year 2018 had almost 75,000 patient

registrations; 4 % more than last year. The Preventive

Oncology patient registration rose by more than 25 %

to a figure of 7179. There was 15 % increase in the

“Raman probe” developed at RRCAT

“TuBerculoScope” along with the graphic

user interface on a laptop

The technology of a Raman probe developed at

RRCAT, which is meant for in situ measurement of good

quality, Raman spectra from low Raman-active materials

like biological tissues within a few seconds, has been

transferred to M/s Applied Optical Technologies Pvt.

Ltd., Thane, through the ‘Technology Transfer and

Coordination Division’ of BARC, Mumbai. The

developed Raman probe is expected to enhance the

utility of Raman spectroscopy systems in biomedical

applications, where in-situ measurement of Raman

spectra is often desired but not possible because of

unavailability of a suitable Raman probe.
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number of patients for Radiotherapy as a result of

extension of the working hours. The department of

Radiodiagnosis also revealed increased number of

investigations with the numbers, more than doubling for

Interventional Radiology. Similarly, Single-Photon

Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) scan

patients rose by almost 25 % as compared with last

year. The Medical Social service sector counselled and

guided over 50,000 patients; an increase by over 25 %.

The recent introduction of a special Home Care team

from ACTREC campus by the Palliative Medicine

department was very well appreciated by the patients

as evidenced by the increased number of such visits

by over 50 %.

The numbers of patients registering online

increased to more than 8500. Of the total registration

of almost 75,000 new patients, majority provided

government issued documents like driving license,

voters Id, senior citizens card, Aadhar Card etc. to

ascertained their identity, and the demographics for

travel concessions, epidemiological studies etc.

Poor patients of the State made use of the recently

launched, the Mahatma Jyotiba Phule Jan Arogya

Yogana (MJPJAY) Scheme by the State of Maharashtra.

Mouth and Breast cancers continued to be the

leading cancer sites for males and females respectively.

The cancer related drugs and consumables were

supplied to all the patients (of TMC & its satellite

centres) at a substantial lower cost than the Maximum

Retail Price (MRP). The costs of various investigations

were also lower than those prevalent in the respective

towns or cities. In general, the cost to patients for their

cancer management was cheaper at TMC satellite

centres outside Mumbai.

All TMC satellite cancer centres had provisions of

smart cards for patients that would enable them to

make cashless transactions and also to see their

reports online. Provision was also made for seamless

patient referrals across these centres without the need

for re-registration and, also for their data to be viewed

and updated across these centres.

Till date, there were 2,19,824 active Smart Card

users that carried out 13,88,980 transactions to the tune

of almost INR 3,00,00,00,000/-.

The uniformity of various patient and administrative

related web-based modules made it easy for the

patients who continued their treatment at the TMC

satellite centres, or those who were referred to TMH for

management. The live viewing and updating of patient

records made it easier for the clinicians to treat patients

from any TMC’s satellite centre.

Taking digitalization forward the hospital became

almost paperless, filmless and cashless. More than 95

% of the patients dealt with cashless transactions

through the use of their TMH provided smart cards.

The TMC-Navya online second opinion cancer

services continued to be popular with the general

public. More than 26000 patients from over 60 countries

have utilized this service.

The year 2018 saw the full-fledged activities for the

commissioning of the 179 bed Homi Bhabha Cancer

Hospital (HBCH), Varanasi in the month of May.

Dignitaries like Shri Yogi Adityanath, Chief Minister of

Uttar Pradesh, Shri Piyush Goyal, Union Minister of

Railways and Minister of Coal, Dr. Shrikant Mishra, Chief

priest of Kashi Vishwanath temple and Swami Shri

Varishtanandji from the Ramakrishna Organizations

visited the hospital around its commissioning period.

There was increased impetus to ensure that the other

350 bed cancer hospital (the Mahamana Pandit Madan

Mohan Malaviya Cancer Centre) in the campus of the

Banaras Hindu University (Varanasi) was commissioned

by the first quarter of year 2019.

The bed strength of HBCH, Sangrur was

increased from 30 to 100 and, the Government of

Punjab donated generously for establishing an

Interventional Radiology section in the hospital; the first

in the State of Punjab.

Efforts were ongoing to commission the

Radiotherapy Block at HBCHRC, Visakhapatnam and,

of the HBCHRC in Mullanpur, Mohali at the earliest.

Revamping was also planned for the recently

acquired Dr. B. Borooah Cancer Institute, Guwahati.

Any deficiency, in terms of facilities, equipment, staffs

etc. were to be addressed and the dilapidated

Academic block was to be demolished to construct a

new Ancillary Building.

Talks were ongoing for the construction of a

dedicated cancer wing in the campus of Sri Krishna
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Medical College (A Bihar Government Undertaking) in

Muzaffarpur, Bihar under the aegis of TMC by the DAE

and the Government of Bihar.

To accommodate the growing needs of TMH and

the increasing patient load, the Government of

Maharashtra allocated a 5-acre plot of land in the

Haffkine Institute for Training, Research and Testing in

Parel, Mumbai near the hospital. This plot of land would

be used to construct a new hospital with residential

quarters for doctors and, a Dharamshala for patients.

With additional infrastructure, TMH would be in a

position to deliver state of the art treatment services to

many more needy patients in an effective and efficient

manner. For the benefit and convenience of the

patients, the Dharamshala would be the first structure

to be constructed and, about 25 % of the work was

already completed.

The National Cancer Grid (NCG) funded through

the DAE, continued to grow and now had more than

170 centres across India. As its offshoot, the NCG

Virtual Tumor Board (VTB) grew as a web-based

platform that included online, multiple clinical experts

to address complicated patient management issues.

A lot of new activities were seen in the ACTREC

campus. There was increased Out-Patient load at

ACTREC in the past few years as new patient

registrations were accepted there. There were space

constraints and in 2018, a new spacious and well-

designed patient waiting area was created on the

ground floor with all amenities. The structural work for

the installation of the National Hadron Beam Therapy

in the ACTREC campus in Navi Mumbai had begun and

it is likely to be completed soon.

The ACTREC campus also houses a separate

building, the Radiological Research Unit (RRU) for

conducting scientific & research work in Nuclear &

Molecular Imaging, Radiotherapy and Radiodiagnosis.

Work for the same is continued and the structure would

be completed soon.

Work had begun for a separate wing in ACTREC,

the Hematolymphoid, Women & Children Cancer

Centre (HWCC) that is dedicated to patients with

Hematolymphoid cancers and for Women & Children

with cancer. The work began in the end of year 2017

and it is expected to be completed by 2020.

Few important scientific contributions made a

significant positive impact on cancer management,

these includes the beneficial effects of pre-operative

exposure to progesterone mediated by modulation of

surgical stress; development of a freely available PDZ

(Post-synaptic density, Drosophila disc large tumor

suppressor and Zona occludens) protein database, the

PDZscape that consolidated the mutations & diseases

associated with PDZ containing proteins; established

that the loss of Plakophillin3 (PKP3) led to increased

tumor formation and metastasis; the role of

proteasomal acitivity essential for survival and

recurrence of radiation-resistant glioblastoma cells and

a novel Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) in situ hydridization

(ISH) based methodology called RNAscope Assay that

detected Human Papilloma Virus (HPV E6/E7

messenger RNA (mRNA) of seven high risk HPV

subtypes in Formalin Fixed Paraffin Embedded (FFPE)

tissue samples.

60
Co Teletherapy Sources for Cancer Hospitals

Twenty 
60

Co-teletherapy sources with total activity

of about 224 kCi in the range of 154 and 232 RMM were

supplied to various cancer hospitals in India. Out of

these, three numbers of Co-60 teletherapy sources with

the strength of 214 RMM, 209 RMM and 210 RMM were

exported to Sri Lanka through M/s Teambest

Theratronics Asia Pvt. Ltd. Another Co-60 teletherapy

source (177 RMM) was exported to IMO International

Health Systems Ltd. (IIHS), Nigeria. Yet another 10 Nos.

of sources are fabricated and ready for supply. Twenty

decayed sources were unloaded from the teletherapy

units and stored for fabrication of irradiator source.

These sources were fabricated at RAPPCOF, Kota using

Co-60 produced indigenously in nuclear power

reactors.

WATER

Water Purification, Desalination of

water & Isotope Hydrology

BARC developed a 5 cubic meter/day Brine

Concentrator Unit with Thermo Vapour Compressor, to

address the environmental issue of disposal of brine

from desalination plant. BCU has demonstrated its

performance to concentrate brine from 7-20 wt.%.
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Indigenous development of BCU provides the

technological knowhow of the process for management

of brine from desalination plants to achieve Zero Liquid

Discharge (ZLD) systems.

In Haryana the paleo-channel is acting as recharge

conduit to groundwater from high Himalaya. These

paleo-channels can be recharged by artificial means

which can serve potential groundwater source. The

deep ground waters in Gujarat and Rajasthan are

paleo-water but they have been recharged in the past

(1800 to 29,000 years BP) by precipitation.

Isotope hydrology was carried out in Tapoban-

Badrinath geothermal area to understand the source

and origin of thermal waters, to estimate the

approximate residence time of thermal waters and to

calculate the reservoir temperature. Stable isotopes

(ä18O, ä2H) data confirmed the meteoric origin of the

thermal waters. The mixing phenomenon between

thermal water with shallow ground water was

substantiated using tritium (3H) and chemical data. The

estimated mean transit time of the Tapoban thermal

water is found to be between 40 to 44 years whereas

for Badrinath thermal water it ranges from 102 to 112

years. Various models were applied to estimate the

subsurface reservoir temperature and the reservoir

temperature was found to be 130±50oC.

5 cubic meter/day Brine Concentrator Unit

with Thermo Vapour Compressor

Sampling from deep groundwater in Haryana

Geothermal spring in Badrinath area (91°C).

Gas collection is in progress.

Isotope hydro-geological investigations were

carried out for the identification of paleo-channels in

Haryana, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. Isotope

study showed existence of paleo-channel in

Kurukshetra, Haryana, and Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

Electron beam processing of engineering

materials

A cotton-based superabsorbent for selective

absorption of oils from oil-water mixture was developed

by electron beam assisted topography and surface

energy modification. The superabsorbent was found to

be strongly hydrophobic and oleophilic in addition to
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being biodegradable and heat resistant. Based on the

electron beam grafted superabsorbent, a prototype was

developed for separation of hydrocarbons from a

mixture of hydrocarbons and water. The device can also

be used for separation of organic contaminants such

as benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, chloroform,

dichloromethane, tributyl phosphate and triphenyl

phosphate from industrial or municipal wastewaters and

protection of cotton based materials from wetting.

Radiotracer investigations were carried out in

paper-pulp digesters and wastewater treatment plant at

M/s Trident Industries Limited, Barnala, Punjab and in

an ethyl acetate production reactor at M/s IOL

Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals Limited, Ludhiana,

Punjab for process diagnosis, measurement of

hydrodynamic parameters and evaluation of design of

the reactors. For investigation in a paper-pulp digester,

Tc-99m as sodium pertehnate was used as radiotracer

for tracing the aqueous phase. Several flow

abnormalities were identified in one of the two

digesters. For investigating flow dynamics of

wastewater in an effluent treatment plant, Iodine-131

was used to measure Residence Time Distribution

(RTD) of the wastewater. Results indicated bypassing

dead volume and poor mixing of wastewaters within two

different aeration tanks of the wastewater treatment

plant. The radiotracer experiments in an ethyl acetate

production reactor were carried out to measure the

mean residence time and degree of mixing and validate

design of the reactor. No flow abnormalities were found

in the reactor and it was behaving as per design criteria.

The RTD measurements using radiotracers were

also carried out in a cross flow reactor at M/s Engineers

India Limited, Gurugram, and Haryana to evaluate

hydrodynamic performance of the reactor. Radiotracer

investigations were carried out for online detection of

leakages in heat exchanger systems at the Baroda

Refinery of M/s Indian Oil Corporation Ltd (IOCL).

Timely identification of leaking heat exchangers prior to

the scheduled shutdown reduced the down-time of the

refineries by a period of 15-20 days resulting in

significant revenue saving to the refineries.

Sealed radioisotopes and radiation based

industrial radiology

BARC carried out extensive nuclear radiation

based radiometry and imaging investigations for

industrial components and assemblies for various

departmental projects, including critical non-destructive

evaluation studies for engineering specimens used in

power reactor engineering and test reactor loops and

prototype facility for radiochemistry work. In addition to

this, high-energy gamma radiometric investigation for

thickness qualification for Product Transfer Cask, Waste

Transfer Casks, Ion Chamber Housing Assembly for

KAPP-3&4 and RAPP-7&8 and Hot-cell shielding

integrity were also carried out.

Training and Certification in Industrial

Radiography and Radiation Safety

As part of skill development and upgradation

programme in non-power applications of radioisotopes,

radiation and non-destructive evaluation and radiation

Radiotracer investigations in an ethyl acetate

production reactor of M/s IOL Chemicals and

Pharmaceuticals Limited, Ludhiana, Punjab

Prototype device developed for

demonstration of oil-water separation
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safety, BARC conducted three batches of Radiography

Testing Level-2 training programme and seventy-six

trainees from across the country successfully passed

the qualifying examination this year. The training

programme is conducted as per guidelines of IS-13805

(Bureau of Indian Standards) and IAEA-TECDOC-628/

Rev.2. BARC RT Level-2 course extensively covers

radiation safety as specified in AERB/RF/Training-

Syllabi/2012 approved by the Atomic Energy Regulatory

Board (AERB), Government of India.

X-Ray Baggage Scanning System

Indigenous Imaging software for X-ray Baggage

Inspection System (XBIS) has been developed and

integrated with XBIS machine manufactured at ECIL.

Three X-Ray Baggage Scanners with this software have

completed field trial successfully. The system meets the

image quality requirements of penetration, spatial

resolution, wire resolution and Contrast sensitivity of

commercial systems. This product will serve the

security needs at public places, airports and railway

stations.

Radioisotope Sources supplied by

BRIT

Industrial Irradiator Sources

Seventy two irradiator sources with total activity of

around 4000 kCi were supplied in sixteen consignments

to various processing plants within the country. One

single supply of Co-60 Irradiator source (1000kCi) was

exported to REVISS SERVICES Ltd. (UK).

Radiography Sources

A total of 646 consignments of Ir-192 & Co-60

radiography sources with total activity 24597.5 Ci were

supplied from April 2018 to March 2019.

Custom Made Sources (CMR) and Reference

Sources

About 824 consignments (27 Nos.) with total

activity of 1.38 Ci of Custom Made Sources (CMR) of

Co-60 were supplied up to March 2019. One

consignment containing 0.8345 Ci of Ir-192 was

supplied to the cancer hospital for its use in

brachytherapy was supplied during the reported period.

Isotope Application Services

Gamma scanning of IOCL Mathura Refinery

Lower spent catalyst powder output from reactor

to the regenerator was observed in Fluidized Catalytic

Cracker Unit (FCCU). Coke deposition or lumps

formation was suspected in the packing present in the

annular region of the reactor. To identify the location of

the problem, four cordial scan lines were identified and

around 10 m of the section was scanned by 80 mCi

Co-60 source. The radiation data was recorded by

scintillation detector and plotted as elevation versus

count rate. Good flow of powder flow was observed in

one half of the reactor section whereas in another half,

intermittent flow was observed with few lumps present.

Off specification products were obtained from the

debutanizer column of FCCU unit. The column height

was around 35m and diameter around 2.5m. Two scan

lines were identified for two pass trays of the column.

The attenuation profile obtained indicates that the trays

were mechanically intact. Flooding and high vapor

density was observed at some locations of the column.

Very high sulphur content was observed in the lean

amine generated from amine regeneration column. Due

to highly corrosive environment in the column,

mechanical damage was suspected inside of the

column. The column height and diameter were 25m

and 2m respectively. Scanning of the column

concluded that all the trays in the column are intact with

liquid up to the weir height and appropriate clear vapor

space. Uneven liquid distribution over the chimney tray

was observed.

Mechanical arrangements to be carried out

on debutanizer column, IOCL, Mathura

Gamma scanning of BPCL Kochi Refinery

In vacuum column of Kochi refinery, high MCR,

Asphaltenes and metals content in VGO was observed.

It was suspected that wash oil bed#5 is not functioning

properly. Probable causes may be maldistribution,
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coking, bed packing damage etc. hence BRIT was

requested to carry out gamma scanning to ascertain

the cause of malfunction. Four cordial and two diagonal

scanlines were identified for the gamma scanning of

wash oil bed to identify the cause of malfunctioning. 150

mCi of Co-60 was used to scan the wash oil bed of

vacuum column. Gamma scanning results showed

improper functioning of liquid distributor above the bed.

Uneven liquid distribution was observed over the bed;

however, bed was mechanically intact.
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Commissioning of the Low-energy Electron Microscope cum

Photo-Emission Electron Microscope (LEEM-PEEM) facility at SINP



Largest capacity chillers ever made in India for ITER
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The Department of Atomic Energy has

contributed significantly towards strengthening of

basic research in India. The Department pursues

basic research in its R&D centres that ranges from

Mathematics to Computers, Physics to Astronomy

and Biology to Cancers. It also provides grants-in-

aid to nine institutes of national eminence. Following

were the major activities and achievements of DAE

in basic research, during the period of report.

MATHEMATICS & COMPUTA-

TIONAL SCIENCES

One of the most well-known open problems about

Ramanujan’s τ function is a conjecture of Lehmer which

states that τ (n) 6 ≠ 0 for all n. This conjecture has been

investigated by several distinguished mathematicians,

e.g. Deligne, Serre, Rankin, Selberg and so on. In joint

work with J.M. Deshouillers, Y.F. Bilu and F. Luca, Sanoli

Gun of IMSc showed that the first k many τ -values are

non-zero if and only if infinitely many blocks of

consecutive values of τ of length 2k are non-zero. In

order to prove this, IMSc used certain techniques of

Ramanujan, some recently developed Sieve theoretic

tools and the Sato-Tate conjecture which is now a

theorem.

At TIFR, work was carried out on several questions

and problems in Algebra, Analysis, Lie Groups, Number

Theory, Algebraic and Differential Geometry and

Combinatorics. A result was proved about when the

symmetric spaces over ûnite and local ûelds, carry

generic representations of the group. A complete

answer to a conjecture of Kleinbock on p-adic

dichotomies in dynamics was given. Progress was

made concerning the relationship between the etale

fundamental group and the stratiûed fundamental

group. A proof of a cubulation theorem for surface-by-

free groups was given. Connections were established

between extreme value theory from probability and

Patterson-Sullivan measures arising from geometry and

hyperbolic dynamics. A Cheeger inequality for

continuous limits of graphs was found. It was proved

that certain thin groups have discrete commensurators.

The properties of base change of automorphic forms

on GL(n) for solvable extensions of number ûelds were

established. A complete characterization of when a pair

of l-adic representations of the Galois group of a

number ûeld is locally potentially equivalent at a

suûciently large set of places was established.

At the TIFR Centre for Applicable Mathematics,

Bengaluru, well-balanced numerical methods for

solving Euler equations with gravity which work for very

general solutions have been developed. Non-

conservative Godunov type numerical schemes are

developed for weakly hyperbolic pressure less gas

dynamics system. Asymptotic behaviour of singular

solutions for quasilinear PDE’s with exponential

nonlinearities has been established. A smooth

stratification result is obtained for the singular set of the

free boundary for the fractional heat obstacle problem.

Some of the research work that were pursued in

the areas of computer science as well as systems

science includes a new combinatorial object called a

“double sampler” was introduced. It was shown that if

the sampler used to construct the code is part of a

larger double sampler, then one can efficiently list-

decode the code with large distance; On learning and

testing of function, new properties of a class of functions

called submodular functions were shown, which are

fundamental to optimization and Under Information

Theory and Communications, a new information

theoretic formulation for plausibly deniable

communication was given.

At HRI, important results have been obtained in

the study of finite groups which provide a wealth of set

theoretic solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter

equation. The classification of integrable modules for

certain Lie algebras has been obtained. This is of great

interest in both mathematics and physics.

A central theme of modern algebraic geometry is

the study of moduli spaces, related to geometrical

objects such as curves, surfaces etc. A recent work

extended the construction of certain moduli.

Given an integer k ≥ 1, the problem of finding -

additive bases for the set of natural numbers has been

an important problem in additive number theory. This

is connected with famous unsolved problems in

mathematics like the Goldbach problem. A number of

new results have been obtained in this area.

Some of the fundamental questions in Number

Theory are concerned with whether various special
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numbers that occur in mathematics, such as e, ð, etc.,

are expressible in terms of each other by simple linear

relations, for example, linear relations that have rational

number coefficients. It has been shown that certain

infinite sums, representing these transcendental

numbers, cannot be so related.

PHYSICS

In Astronomy and Astrophysics at TIFR, science

observations with TIFR Near Infrared Imaging Camera-

II (TIRCAM2) on 3.6 meter Devasthal Optical Telescope

(DOT) on the direct port, which is the largest optical

telescope in India, were carried out successfully.

TIRCAM2 is now permanently mounted on the side port

of DOT for science observations.

A record of ten different atmospheric science

instruments were launched from TIFR Balloon Facility,

Hyderabad using high altitude balloons on February 10,

2018 to measure physical, chemical and radiative

properties of clouds and aerosols in the Upper

Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere (UTLS) region,

under joint collaboration with the National Atmospheric

Research Laboratory-Indian Space Research

Organization (NARL-ISRO), National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA, USA), Centre National de

la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS-Orleans, France) and

other national research institutes.

Successfully conducted a balloon launch on 28-

10-2018 carrying TIFR Far-Infrared 100 cm telescope

(T100). The T100 performed as designed with a

Japanese Fabry-Perot spectrometer (FPS) at the focal

plane. The performance of the FPS system was as

expected and Carbon line was detected from several

Galactic star-forming regions. Successfully tested Wi-

Fi broadband communication system using 9.9 cu.m.

Kytoon under joint collaboration with Center for

Development of Telematics (C-DOT), New Delhi in

December 2018. Optical design of Multi-Object Infrared

Spectrometer (MOIS) is in the final stages.

The final test and close-out reports on the InfraRed

Spectroscopic Imaging Survey (IRSIS) Laboratory

Model have been submitted to ISRO (Space Science

Office) for approval of the project. The preliminary

design review (PDR) is scheduled in July 2019. The

TIFR-ARIES Near Infrared Spectrometer (TANSPEC)

spectrometer is expected to be commissioned on the

3.6-m DOT by April 2019. The next T100-FPS balloon

flight will be conducted in April 2019.

At TIFR’s National Centre for Radio Astrophysics,

Pune, the work on upgrading the GMRT has crossed

most of the final milestones: feeds and receivers to

cover the frequency range from 110 to 1460 MHz was

completed and installed for all the 30 antennas. The

digital back-end that processes the dual polarisation

signals from all 30 antennas for both interferometry and

array mode applications, was also completed. Maser

units were installed and made operational at both

GMRT and ORT. On the SKA front, a major milestone

was achieved in July 2018 with the successful

completion of the Critical Design Review (CDR) of the

design of the Telescope Manager work package. On the

science front, deep uGMRT images are now becoming

available. Preliminary results from some very high

quality, low noise images reaching very low noise levels

in the final maps have been reported. Interesting

observations of magnetic stars have resulted in the

discovery of 3 new objects with special properties and

this could open up a new sphere of study, pioneered

with the uGMRT. The first detection of a RRAT (Rapidly

Rotating Radio Transient) source was done with the

uGMRT. Carbon Monoxide emission has been detected

from high redshift Damped Lyman-alpha systems using

the ALMA telescope, allowing for the first time a direct

measurement of their total molecular gas mass.

In Nuclear and Atomic Physics at TIFR,

electromagnetic moments of high spin isomers have

been measured and compared with large scale shell

model calculations for nuclei near N=82  shell gap to

understand the configuration of the isomers. The

evidence of true multiple chiral bands based on different

configurations has been established in 195Tl nucleus

in the A~190 region. A plunger system was developed

for the INGA set-up to measure the lifetime of the

excited states in the pico-second range. Excited states

of 160Yb were measured to investigate the signature

of tetrahedral symmetry in nuclei. The PLF (joint facility

of TIFR and BARC), was operated for research in

nuclear physics and other allied interdisciplinary areas

with about 75% uptime. This year a dedicated beryllium

beam cycle (2 month duration) was carried out. The

design and fabrication of SS prototype of low beta Nb

cavity has been initiated. Proposals for upgrade of RF
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amplifiers and control system have been initiated. A

systematic conditioning of the HV modules of Pelletron

was carried out to achieve the desired performance of

the modules having newer version of the accelerating

tubes.

In Theoretical Physics at TIFR, novel signatures in

the shape of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)

spectrum of decaying dark matter and new unstable

particles in the early Universe were proposed. A new

approach based on clustering of data according to

contaminant properties was proposed to separate

cosmological signals in the CMB data and applied to

the Planck satellite data. A gravitational dual to the

Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model was proposed and quantum

chaotic behavior in the presence of black holes was

derived in the gravity model. A detailed study of

quantum quenches in one-dimensional non-relativistic

Fermi gas was made, using group theoretic techniques,

and some universal rates of relaxation to equilibrium

were found. An effective theory of fermions was written

down which describes results of the lattice computation

of long-distance correlation functions of axial vector and

pseudoscalar currents quite well. A model was set up

for quarkonium propagation through QGP including

thermal screening and dissociation, which nicely

describes the data for the suppression of high-pT

quarkonia obtained in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC

and RHIC. Using a large-scale computer simulation at

the high-performance computational facility of the

Indian Lattice Gauge Theory Initiative (ILGTI), masses

of several new charm-beauty subatomic particles were

predicted from first principles with unprecedented

accuracy. A set of new variables was proposed to

detect anomalies in the coupling of W bosons to

photons at the LHC. New possible effects of non-

standard self-interactions of neutrinos on flavour

conversions of supernova neutrinos were explored in

a two-flavor framework. The ability of the proposed iron

calorimeter (ICAL) detector at the India-based Neutrino

Observatory (INO) to determine hadron shower

direction was determined through simulations. It was

also shown that the ICAL detector at INO can probe the

presence of sterile neutrinos, their mixing with active

neutrinos, and their mass ordering, over a wide mass-

squared range.

At BARC, formation enthalpies (Hmix) and

mechanical properties of (Th,Pu)O2 and (Th,U)O2 MOX

have been determined across the composition range

using quantum-mechanical (QM) simulations. Moreover,

the formation enthalpies (Ef), mechanical properties,

thermal expansivities, thermal conductivity and oxygen

diffusion properties of (Th,Np)O2 and (U,Np)O2 MOX

have been determined to predict the effect of minor-

actinides on the thermodynamic and thermo-physical

properties of ThO2-based MOX fuels. In addition, the

formation enthalpies and mechanical properties of

PuO2-x and NpO2-x sub-oxides (0.0 < x < 0.5) have

been determined from QM simulations. The generated

thermodynamic database of off-stoichiometric oxides

will help in the prediction of overall change in the fuel

O/M ratio which governs the oxygen diffusivity of Th-

based MOX fuels. These studies will provide new

insights and predictive understanding of the chemical

and physical properties of Th-MOX under extreme

environments as well as their ability to accommodate

fission products and highly radioactive wastes.

The fission gases (He, Xe and Kr) formed during

normal reactor operation degrade fuel performance,

particularly at high burn-up. The QM simulations have

been performed to determine preferable incorporation

(defect) sites for the fission gases in the defective ThO2.

This work has also been extended by calculating

incorporation and solution energies of halogen fission

products (Cl, Br and I) and oxide precipitates (e.g., Ru,

Cs, Sr Ba, Y and Zr) which appear during of the Th-

based-MOX fuel burnup. This information can be used

to device a chemical route for reprocessing of the fuels

and separation of fission products where very limited

experimental data is available.

A state of the art, fully 3-dimensional particle-in-

cell computation tool PASUPAT was developed to

simulate charged particle emission and transport self-

consistently. PASUPAT can handle multiple species at

different temperatures and can handle open and curved

boundaries that are perfectly conducting.

Mass and mass resolved angular distributions

provide information about the potential energy

landscape of the nucleus undergoing fission as well as

the nature of the mechanism involved in the fission

process. Mass and mass resolved angular distribution

was measured in 
16

O+
238

U reaction by off-line gamma

ray spectrometry using 87 Mev 
16

O beam at BARC-TIFR

Pelletron-LINAC facility, TIFR, Mumbai in a new

irradiation chamber installed for this purpose.
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The trigger system for INO mini-ICAL detector has

been developed, integrated and commissioned at the

full experimental setup at IICHEP, Madurai. The trigger

system detects an event with 100 ns coincidence

window and distributes system wide trigger to all the

20 Resistive Plate Chambers. India Based Neutrino

Observatory (INO) Project, in its first phase has

commissioned (on 8.5.2018) an 85 Ton mini-ICAL 1

Tesla magnet in Madurai, Tamil Nadu equipped with

field measurement systems, coil cooling systems and

populated with Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) type

detectors. First set of cosmic muons were detected and

their directions identified. Researchers from TIFR and

collaborating institutions are using it for high energy

physics studies.

Monte Carlo Simulations were carried out to

estimate the response of the MACE telescope to

gamma-rays, protons and alpha particles. The results

indicate that MACE telescope should be able to detect

gamma-ray signals from Crab Nebula at 5ó significance

level in about 2 minutes of observations at an energy

threshold of 30 GeV.

Metal Ion- Peptide interactions were investigated

for targeted metal ion drug delivery applications using

MALDI-TOFMS. The intrinsic binding ability of 7 neuro-

peptides (oxytocin, arg8 vasopressin, bradykinin,

angiotensin I, substance P, somatostatin, and

neurotensin) with copper in 2 different oxidation states

(Cu I/II) derived from different Cu+/2+ precursor

sources were studied for their charge dependent

A new neutron powder diffractometer-I with a multi-

detector system, consisting of 3He neutron position

sensitive detectors, was commissioned at Dhruva

reactor, Trombay under the National Facility for Neutron

Beam Research (NFNBR) for investigation of magnetic

materials over the temperature range of 2 K to 320 K.

Apart from detection of gamma-rays from the

standard candle gamma-ray source Crab Nebula,

enhanced gamma-ray emission has been observed

from Mrk 421 on the night of January 17, 2018. Analysis

of the data collected for 5.6 hours indicates that the

average flux during the above-mentioned period was

around 5 times the flux of the Crab Nebula above 850

GeV. So far, this is the highest gamma-ray flux recorded

using TACTIC. In view of the importance of this result,

it was reported through an Astronmer’s Telegram (Ref:

ATel # 11199; dated 18-01-2018).

The 85 Ton mini-ICAL 1 Tesla magnet in

Madurai, Tamil Nadu, equipped with field

measurement systems, coil cooling systems

and populated with Resistive Plate Chamber

(RPC) type detectors.

Major Atmospheric Cherenkov Experiment (MACE)

is at an advanced stage of installation at Hanle in the

Ladakh. 356 spherical mirror panels (984 mm x 984

mm) spanning 21 m diameter light collector are

deployed. The telescope will be the largest operating

at an altitude of 4270m. Engineering trials with 50 mirror

panels were performed. Various sub-systems of the

telescope are functioning satisfactorily. One of the

Cherenkov images recorded during camera test runs

conducted during moonless dark nights.

Major Atmospheric Cherenkov Experiment

(MACE)- work in progress
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binding characteristics. The result shows that these

copper bound peptides can be used in peptide receptor

radionuclide therapy for burning cancer cells due to

their targeted and effective peptide receptor interaction

in the cell membrane of tumor/cancer cells/tissues.

Superhydrophobic (water contact angle 168 deg.)

and ultra-wideband (entire visible to near infrared, i.e.,

400–1100 nm), omnidirectional (0–60 deg.) anti-

reflecting (T=98%) polytetrafluoro-ethylene (PTFE)

coatings are fabricated in a rapid single step deposition

process by electron beam evaporation technique. This

development has potential applications in solar cells

and flat optical displays as protective cover panels, anti-

icing and anti-fogging panels.

A novel metal-dielectric thin film multilayer UV

filters were developed for scintillation detector

applications. The filter consists of four layered structure

of alternating layers of Aluminium and SiO2 deposited

over BaF2 crystal. Another wideband antireflection

optical coating based on graded refractive index of

SiO2 over Gadolinium-Galliun-Aluminium Garnate

(CGAG) crystal was developed for scintillation detector

applications. This development is based on Oblique

Angle Deposition (OAD) deposition technique useful for

gradation in refractive index of thinfilms.

LaBr3:Ce Single crystal is an advanced scintillator

material for application in gamma spectroscopy with an

energy resolution of 3%. However growth of single

crystal is technologically challenging, due to its highly

hygroscopic nature. LaBr
3
:Ce single crystals of 1 inch

size are grown by Bridgman method and used to

develop a high resolution gamma detector.

A major breakthrough in field emission theory was

the prediction of field emission current from metallic

nano-tipped emitters for the first time. Determination of

the local field variation in the emitter apex

neighbourhood and the curvature corrections to the

quantum tunnelling potential led to this result.

The structural materials of a fusion reactor (Fe, Cr

and Ni) are prone to damage due to opening of (n,xp)

and (n,xá) gas producing nuclear reaction channels.

For a realistic estimation of the integrity of the structural

material - not only the stable nuclei, but also the long-

lived nuclei produced due to neutron capture and

decay are to be considered. The long-lived radio-

nuclide like 
59

Ni not only contributes to nuclear waste

but also to radiation damage due to above neutron

induced reactions. For the first time 
59

Ni( n, xp) reaction

cross-sections have been measured following the

surrogate reaction ratio method in the equivalent

neutron energy range of 11.9-15.8 MeV by populating

the compound nucleus 60Ni* through transfer reaction

56
Fe(

6
Li, d) at Elab = 35.9 MeV at Pelletron-Linac

facility. The 
59

Co(6Li, á) 61Ni* transfer reaction at Elab

= 40.5 MeV has been used as the reference reaction

which is the surrogate of 
60

Ni(n, xp) reaction populating

the compound nucleus 
61

Ni*. The proton decay

probabilities have been determined by measuring

evaporated protons at backward angles in coincidence

with projectile like fragments (PLFs, either d or á)

detected around grazing angles. The cross sections for

the reference reaction 
60

Ni(n, xp) are taken from JENDL-

4.0 library, which closely reproduce the available

experimental data. The cross sections for the desired

59
Ni(n, xp) reaction so obtained compare well with the

nuclear-reactions-model code TALYS-1.8 using

microscopic level densities. The present experimental

data are consistent with the evaluated data library of

ROSFOND-2015 but not with TENDL-2015 and ENDF/

B-VIII, indicating the need of new evaluations for this

reaction of importance to fusion technology.

A series of measurements involving 
6,7

Li

projectiles on several target nuclei of medium to heavy

masses have been carried out at Pelletron-Linac facility,

Mumbai to investigate different projectile breakup

modes. Many new breakup channels, viz., new

resonance states and different cluster constituents have

been identified and their cross sections have been

measured, particularly for the reactions 
6
Li+

112
Sn and

7
Li+

112
Sn. For these exclusive measurements, with

very low coincidence yields, a large area Si-Strip-

Detector Array with an angular coverage of 100 degree

and 240 detector signals has been setup. To

complement the above breakup studies with another

weakly bound projectile 
9
Be, a two-month Pelletron

beam cycle involving only 
9
Be beam has been utilized

and several experiments have been carried out

successfully.

A novel cryo-cooled discharge approach was

adopted to record atomic emission transitions and

Hyperfine Structure (HFS) of heavy elements using high

resolution Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. The
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atomic spectra and HFS splitting have been measured

for many elements in a wide spectral range from UV

down to mid-IR regions. A microwave discharge light

source cooled with liquid nitrogen and InGaAs detector

were employed for recording the hyperfine splitting.

With this approach, many new lines were observed for

the first time. The spectral analysis for Iodine has been

completed in the complete region and has been

published as a series of papers in Journal of

Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiation Transfer.

The Rossby-mode instability windows and the

gravitational wave signatures of neutron stars in the

slow rotation approximation using the Equation of State

(EoS) obtained from the density-dependent M3Y and

SEI effective interactions have been studied at VECC.

It is found that the young and hot rotating neutron stars

and neutron stars with low L value lie in the r-mode

instability region and hence emit gravitational radiation.

Relativistic Feynman-Metropolis-Teller treatment of

compressed atom with Coulomb screening in strong

quantizing magnetic field has been applied to develop

the EoS. It is found that inclusion of Coulomb

interaction modifies WD masses further upward and

significantly greater than Chandrasekhar limit.

The nuclear fusion at very low energies plays

important role in nucleosynthesis of light elements in

stellar core and fusion reactors. Quantum tunneling

through Coulomb barrier of interacting nuclei using

square-well potential with imaginary part well describes

fusion reaction. The variations of astrophysical S-factors

for the D+D, D+T, D+3He, p+D, p+6Li and p+7Li

fusion reactions with energy have been explored. An

analytical model based on nuclear reaction theory for

non-resonant fusion cross sections near Coulomb

barrier has been developed. The astrophysical S-factors

involving stable and neutron rich isotopes of C, O, Ne,

Mg and Si for fusion reactions are calculated in the

centre of mass energy range of 2-30 MeV.

Entrance and exit channel effects on bimodality is

investigated at different impact parameters and incident

energies. Lattice gas model for nuclear

multifragmentation reactions is developed and

multiplicity derivative, specific heat and second moment

are calculated from this model. Pion and delta

multiplicities for different input conditions are studied

for estimating nuclear symmetry energy. The results are

compared with other internationally known BUU and

QMD models. Effect of fragmenting source size and

freeze-out volume on new signatures of nuclear liquid

gas phase transition like multiplicity derivative and

largest cluster size derivative are studied. Precise

calculation of fission yields and kinetic energy

distribution of fission fragments using state-of-the-art

microscopic theory.

The second order relativistic hydrodynamics has

been used to study the acoustic oscillation in relativistic

fluid. The causal dispersion relations have been derived

with non-vanishing shear viscosity, bulk viscosity and

thermal conductivity at nonzero temperature and

baryonic chemical potential for investigation of the

fluidity of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) at finite

temperature. The power spectrum of fluctuations in the

momentum distributions of particles have been

estimated with optical Glauber and Monte-Carlo

Glauber initial conditions for relativistic heavy ion

collisions by using computer code developed at the

Centre. The effects of background electromagnetic

fields are being studied extensively to understand

astrophysical objects as well as exotic phenomena in

highly energetic nuclear collisions. These studies on the

properties and dynamics of strongly interacting particles

at finite temperature and density in the presence of

magnetic fields have revealed several new and

interesting results which will help us in revealing

unknown aspects concerning the phase and symmetry

structure of such systems.

An approximate scheme along with new

signatures has been developed to study the transition

between two complex chaotic systems as a function of

interaction strength.

The nuclear physics experiments performed in the

field of charged-particle spectroscopy, gamma-ray

spectroscopy, fission dynamics etc., using beams from

K-130 cyclotron at VECC and other accelerators

facilities in INDIA include Research activities such as

Study of Cluster Correlation in 20Ne+9Be and

16O+12C Reactions; Fission Dynamics Studies;

Nuclear Structure Studies using Gamma ray

Spectroscopy; Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) Studies

and Developmental Activities such as 4 π charged

particle detector array (4π-CPDA) and Neutron detector

development.
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The installation, commissioning and training of the

LEEM-PEEM system has been successfully completed

at SINP during 7
th

-22
nd 

March 2018. This is the first

such LEEM-PEEM facility available in India. The Low

Energy Electron Microscopy (LEEM) and Photo-

Emission Electron Microscopy (PEEM) are

complementary imaging methods which are not only

powerful for imaging the surfaces at very high spatial

resolutions (4 nm) but also for the study of different

dynamical processes at surfaces in real-time. Due to the

low electron energy used in LEEM (e.g., 1-10 eV), the

surface structure, surface morphology, as well as

surface magnetism can be studied at the same

microscopic sample region, almost simultaneously, with

minimal damage to the surface. Operation of the LEEM

system is similar to Transmission Electron Microscope

(TEM), with the main difference that due to the low

electron energy the electrons are back-diffracted from

the surface of the sample and are imaged by the

electron optics forming a magnified image on the

detector, making this method extremely surface

sensitive (1-2 surface layers). Using PEEM, one can

image the surface using the differences in the electronic

density of states, work function as well as the surface

morphologies. In close combination, LEEM-PEEM

forms a very powerful method to study the dynamical

processes occurring at surfaces which have been

missing in the country.

The Hon’ble Vice President of India, Shri M.

Venkaiah Naidu has inaugurated the new state-of-the-

art Facility for Research in Experimental Nuclear

Astrophysics (FRENA) at Saha Institute of Nuclear

Physics, Kolkata on Thursday, 28
th

 June 2018. Shri

Bratya Basu, Hon’ble Minister of Information &

Technology, Govt. of West Bengal and other dignitaries

were present at the venue. FRENA is the first dedicated

facility for Research in Experimental Low Energy

Nuclear Astrophysics which is centered around a 3 MV

Tandetron capable of delivering high intensity ion

beams of proton, deuteron, helium to heavy ions till

gold with variable energy of high precision.

At HRI, in astrophysics the phenomenon of black

hole shadow formation has been studied. The

associated experimental observation is one of the major

astrophysical results in recent years. The high energy

physics (HEP) group has worked on beyond standard

model physics, neutrino physics, baryogenesis, dark

matter aspects at both present and future accelerator

experiments, as well as astrophysical observations

proposed at the “Square Kilometre Array”(SKA1). There

is also work related to the DUNE collaboration at

Fermilab, USA. In string theory, analytic properties of

some Green’s functions have been proved and the

dynamics of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model has been

studied.

The quantum information and computation group

at HRI has been working on a broad range of subjects

involving fundamental as well as technological issues

Commissioning of the Low-energy Electron

Microscope cum Photo-Emission Electron

Microscope (LEEM-PEEM) facility at SINP

Inauguration of Facility for Research in

Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics (FRENA)
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of the subject. One of these works, on the dynamical

transition in a spin 1/2 chain, suggests the need for

multipartite entanglement. Another work challenges the

common perception that a physical system is

inseparable from its physical properties. A thought

experiment involving photons is used to demonstrate

this. The result has been highlighted in Scientific

American. Finally, a new quantum uncertainty relation

has been proposed.

Three broad areas have been explored in

materials physics. These are new phenomena that

happen at the physical edge of topological samples; a

method to study dynamical properties at finite

temperature and exploring the properties of á-MnO
2
, a

promising material for use in batteries.

The Institute of physics (IOP) is a major centre for

research in basic and applied physics. The research is

carried out in the following broad areas of physics,

namely, theoretical high energy physics, theoretical

condensed matter physics, theoretical nuclear physics,

experimental condensed matter physics, experimental

high energy physics, and quantum information.

At IOP the broad areas of research in theoretical

high energy physics are string theory, high energy

physics phenomenology and cosmology. String theory

research focused mainly on properties of black holes,

holographic correspondence in AdS and asymptotically

flat space, applications of AdS-CFT duality to strongly

coupled gauge theories and interface between

quantum information theory and string theory. The

activities of the high energy physics phenomenology

have a special emphasis on collider physics, neutrino

physics, dark matter, astroparticle physics and physics

beyond the standard model. A significant part of the

research was aimed towards exploring the physics

potential of various ongoing and upcoming experiments

in particle physics like LHC, the proposed 100 TeV

collider, CLIC, ILC, India-based Neutrino Observatory

(INO), DUNE and Hyper-Kamiokande. A recent study

has been performed, analyzing data from the IceCube

Neutrino Observatory at the South Pole, looking for

changes in neutrino oscillation behavior caused by

long-range interactions from large collections of

electrons (selected as PRL Editors’ Suggestion). The

group remained active in the field of quark-gluon

plasma, cosmology and astroparticle physics. In this

area the main focus is simulation of the quark-gluon

phase transition and magnetohydrodynamics to

understand the flow of the plasma. The group members

are also studying the emerging issues in astroparticle

physics like dark matter, dark energy, baryogenesis and

properties and detection of gravitational waves.

The condensed matter theory group at IOP

remained actively involved in pursuing research with the

main focus in understanding the organization of

bacterial chromosome, active matter, fluctuation

theorem, topological aspects of quantum condensed

matter systems, quantum transport in Dirac/Weyl

materials, quantum magnetism, strongly correlated

systems etc. During last year, with the help of theoretical

modeling and experimental collaboration, the group

members have investigated a macro-molecular

crowding mediated mechanism of the formation of

bacterial nucleoid, its helicoid morphology, central

positioning and precise segregation in growing E.coli

cells, new transport signature of Majorana fermions via

the spin-selective coupling to the ferromagnetic

boundary, magnetic exchange properties of anisotropic

Dirac materials, transport properties of driven semi-

Dirac materials, unusual spin wave spectrum for helical

spin configuration for the α-MnO
2
 materials, an

absence of order by disorder attributed to newly found

macroscopic conserved quantity and abelian anion

excitations in H
2
SQ materials etc.

The experimental high energy physics groups at

IOP are participating in the collider-based experiments

at various international laboratories, such as CMS and

ALICE experiments at CERN-LHC, STAR experiment at

RHIC, BNL (USA), and the proposed CBM experiment

at FAIR, GSI (Germany). The groups contribute to the

studies of the properties of the observed Higgs boson

and searches for beyond the Standard Model particles

in proton-proton collision events at LHC as well as the

studies of Quark-Gluon plasma, a state of matter in the

early universe, which are recreated in heavy ion

collisions. A major contribution has been made to the

recent observation of the Higgs boson production in

association with a pair of top quarks by the CMS

experiment at LHC, which is the heaviest fermion known

till date (published in PRL). Furthermore, the groups

contribute to the R&D of the state-of-the-art detectors

for future experiments.
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In experimental condensed matter physics, major

activities included studies on accelerator-based

materials science, surface and interface physics,

advanced functional materials, and nanosystems. The

Ion Beam Laboratory houses the NEC 3 MV tandem

Pelletron Accelerator, which is one of the major facilities

used by researchers from all over the country. The

accelerator provides ion beams of energies typically 1-

15 MeV starting from protons and alphas to heavy ions.

Commonly used ion beams are that of H, He, C, N, Si,

Mn, Ag and Au. After the recent upgradation of low

energy 3MV accelerator of IOP, there is a significant

increase in the number of users (both internal and

external). During this period the accelerator facility has

catered several users from University College of

Engineering, Vishakhapatnam, OUAT-Bhubaneswar,

Indraprastha University-New Delhi, SOA University-

Bhubaneswar, BARC-Mumbai, UGC-DAE Kolkata

Centre, NISER, Bhubaneswar. Other important activities

include studies on solar energy photovoltaics, self-

organized pattern formation on semiconductor surfaces

and their nanoscale functionalization by growing

metallic nanostructures and magnetic thin films on

patterned substrates to study anisotropic plasmonic

and magnetic properties, and tunable metal oxide-

based resistive switching devices for neuromorphic

applications using energetic ion beams.

Precision timing analysis of radio pulsars is used

as a tool to probe various aspects of fundamental

physics. The most basic task is to measure the spin and

orbital periods of pulsars, and the rate of the change

of these periods as accurately as possible. However,

the measured values of the rate of change of the orbital

and the spin periods are affected by different dynamical

effects like velocity and acceleration of the pulsars

relative to the solar system. For the last few decades,

some simplistic models have been used to eliminate

these dynamical effects and estimate the intrinsic values

of the rate of change of periods. However, these

simplified models are valid only for pulsars close to the

solar system. Recently, a more accurate model was

developed by IMSc, which is valid for even pulsars far

away from the solar system. Being very accurate, this

model has become popular among all pulsar

astronomers worldwide. The python code to implement

this model is developed and the same is publicly on

web.

The School of Physical Sciences at the National

Institute of Science Education & Research (NISER)

continued the academic programmes in various

disciplines of Physics. Some of the major research

facilities and equipment added to NISER include;

Microfocus single crystal X-ray machine, Micro-Raman

Spectrometer and Non-Cryo Transmission Electron

Microscope, Dielectric Spectrometer and Transmission

Electron Microscopy.

CHEMISTRY

At TIFR, a novel nanoparticle-based method was

developed to fluorescently probe the orientation of

membrane proteins. This technique revealed that

Alzheimer’s amyloid beta molecules are oriented with

their N-termini towards the outer side of the bilayer. A

peptide based copper-binding mimics of blue-copper

protein were developed and characterized. A versatile

theoretical framework capable of describing electron

transport through molecules in a wide variety of natural

and synthetic environments was developed. Cu
2+

selective chelators that exhibit 10
8
 times higher

conditional stability constants toward Cu
2+

 over Cu
+

and other biologically relevant metal ions were

developed. An example of W doped TiO
2
 nano-rods in

which the photocatalytic activity improved with

increasing number of catalytic cycles was

demonstrated. The spin density localization was shown

to play a critical role in designing singlet fission

chromophores that are electronically coupled to a

process to generate two triplet excitons at the cost of

one photon. The binding energies of a number of OH—

S H-bonded complexes were determined using photo-

fragmentation spectroscopy. The weakly activated C-

H in the imidazole ring was shown to play a significant

role in the enhanced water solubility of 1-

methylbenzimidazole compared to benzimidazole.

A lithium ion pouch cell using indigenously

developed carbon coated LiFePO
4
 cathode material

was developed at BARC. The Xantphos capped Pd(II)

and Pt(II) supramolecular complexes with bridging

dithiol ligands were successfully isolated by self-

assembly. The palladium complexes are excellent

catalysts in Suzuki C–C cross coupling reactions under

mild conditions, and are easily reusable. The

comparative catalytic activity of the tetranuclear Pd
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complexes of phosphines of varied bite angles, has

been demonstrated. Overall, the present Pd complexes

showed improved catalytic activity than the previously

reported dppe analogues.

For the first time, both thermo physical and

transport properties of U3Si2 have been calculated

using first principles calculations. The computed results

are close to the reported experimental values.

Computational chemistry predicts the improvement of

photo conversion efficiency of Ni and V doped SrTiO3

for generation of hydrogen by solar water splitting.

Synthesis of phosphoramidate group bearing ionic

liquid as an extractant of uranium Phosphoramidate

group bearing Task Specific Ionic Liquid (TSIL) was

synthesized. It is an eco-friendly, simple and selective

Liquid-Liquid Extractant (LLE) for U. The TSIL is found

to provide a high Distribution Ratio (DU) of 174±5 for

U when extracted from 5 mol L
-1

 HNO3 medium. The

DU value is also found to remain constant even at

higher acidities. Such high DU value resulted in high

separation factors for U (αU/M; M = any element other

than U). A detailed study on the infrared (IR)

spectroscopy and extended X-ray absorption fine

structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy of U loaded ionic liquid

phase revealed that the extraction occurs through two

uranyl (UO2
2+

) complex species. The high

electropholicity of the P=O group of phosphoramidate

and the extraction mechanism is responsible for high

DU values at high acidities.

A methodology to determine concentration of

deuterium in Zr-2.5Nb alloy using Secondary Ion Mass

Spectrometer (SIMS) was developed and tested on

deuterium gas charged samples received from PIED.

The methodology provides the surface and depth

distributions as well as the mean concentration of

deuterium in Zr-2.5Nb samples.

The probable fuel salt compositions for thermal

and fast molten salt reactors were determined from

thermodynamic description of the LiF–NaF–MgF
2
–

ThF
4
–UF

4
 system. It was observed that the addition of

MgF
2
 to fuel salts mixture: (LiF-ThF

4-
UF

4
) reduced the

final melting temperature.

Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)

system was developed for accurate measurement of Cs

content in glass samples (0-20%) remotely from 1.2

meter distance.

Complexation of Np by organic P-containing

ligands in humic substances is an important topic of

research due to its relevance in migration of Np in

aquatic environment. The aqueous complexation of Np

in different oxidation states by HS and

Phenylphosphonic Acid (PPA) is investigated using

electrochemical and UV-Visible absorption

spectroscopy. The cyclic voltammetric measurement

indicates the complexation of both oxidation states (VI

& V) of Np with the ligand. Further, the presence and

stability region (via Eh-pH plot) of new species of Np-

PPA in two different oxidation states (V & VI) in aqueous

solution at varying physicochemical conditions are

identified. The kinetics of reduction of Np complexes

in different oxidation states are explored by evaluation

of heterogeneous electron-transfer kinetic (D0, ko and

á) parameters by cyclic voltammetric results.

Gd
2
Zr

2
O

7
 doped with 4% Nb is used as a

burnable poison. Determination of Zr in presence of Nb

and Gd is an analytical challenge. Ion chromatographic

separation of Zr from Gd and Nb was explored on a

reversed phase column using 2,4-pyridine dicarboxylic

acid, methanol and HNO
3
. The separated fraction of Zr

is determined spectrophotometrically after post

complexation with arsenazo III.

Mixed N and O donor ligands have been reported

to separate trivalent lanthanides from the trivalent

actinides. Three N-heterocyclic bis (phosphonic) acid

derivatives were synthesized and evaluated for the

extraction of Am
3+ 

and Eu
3+

. The results indicated the

formation of anionic complexes in case of all the three

ligands, where Aliquot-336 was used as an anion

exchanger for the extraction of the anionic metal-ligand

complexes. The extraction ability of these ligands

followed the order: PyPOH > PhenPOH > BipyPOH

and none of the ligands showed any selectivity between

Am
3+

 and Eu
3+

. Density functional theoretical

calculations were performed in order to understand the

extraction and complexation behaviour of these ligands

and the results indicated non/weak participation of the

‘N’ atoms of the heterocyclic rings in the direct bonding

with the metal ions, and this results in poor selectivity

of these classes of ligands between trivalent actinides

and lanthanides.

Np was separated from acidic feeds containing

mixture of actinides viz., U, Np, Pu and Am. Several

separation methods were tested using feed solutions
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containing actinides in 3M HNO
3
. The actinide mixture

was subjected to a reducing solution followed by

loading onto the column prepared using the developed

resin. While U and Pu were not held onto the column,

Np was held which was eluted using a complexing

agent like EDTA. The purity of the product was checked

by alpha-spectrometry and separation of Np from Pu

was found to be good with a DF value of 300. Radio-

ruthenium recovery was attempted using 
103

Ru tracer

taken in acidic feeds using NaIO
4
 as an oxidant and n-

dodecane as the trapping agent for RuO
4
. The

precipitation of RuO
2
 (black precipitate) in the organic

phase after Ru extraction causes problem for back

extraction of Ruthenium. Alkaline hypochlorite solution

was used as the stripping agent which led to >90%

Ruthenium back extraction into the aqueous phase in

20 min. Membrane studies carried out using

polypropylene flat sheets filled with n-dodecane showed

promising results for Ru recovery as the formation of

RuO
2
 was avoided by simultaneous extraction and

stripping in transport studies and > 90% Ru recovery

was achieved.

Evidence of the phase separation of ethanol-water

binary mixture confined in mesoporous silica with

different pore size has been obtained using Positron

Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS). A bulk-like

liquid in the core of the pore and a distinct interfacial

region near the pore surface have been identified based

on ortho-positronium lifetime components. The lifetime

corresponding to the core liquid shows similar

behaviour as the bulk liquid mixture while the interfacial

lifetime shows an abrupt rise within a particular range

of ethanol concentration depending on the pore size.

The abrupt increase is attributed to the appearance of

excess free-volume near the interfacial region. The

presence of excess free-volume has been attributed to

the microphase separation of confined ethanol-water

primarily at the vicinity of the pore wall. The study has

shown that probing free-volume changes at the

interface using PALS is a sensitive way to investigate

microphase separation under nanoconfinement.

Activator free ZnAl
2
O

4
 nano-phosphors,

synthesised through a sol-gel combustion route, could

be used both as a blue and white light emitting material

depending upon the annealing temperature. The

material also has a potential to be used in optical

thermometry. The phenomena were linked to various

defect centers present in the matrix and their changes

upon thermal annealing. Various defect centers such

as anionic vacancy, cationic vacancy, antisite defect,

etc. were found to be responsible for the tenability. A

detailed time resolved photoluminescence coupled with

electron paramagnetic resonance studies confirmed

these findings. These data were further corroborated by

FTIR, EXAFS, Positron annihilation and DFT based

calculations.

A microfluidic method was developed to

synthesize PAM beads using droplet flow in a

microchannel. Spherical beads in the size range of 0.9-

1.2 mm with a narrow size distribution could be

prepared in continuous mode. The effects of different

variables such as flow rates of the feed phase and

carried phase, residence time, microfluidic junction

design and microchannel diameter on bead size and

polydispersity index were quantified.

PAM beads produced by microfluidic route

in continuous mode

A styryl based organic dye, commercially known

as LDS-798, has been identified to display an

exceptionally high fluorescence response towards

albumin proteins in buffered solutions as well as in

serum matrices, displaying fluorescence enhancement

by 500 fold in the near-infrared region (688 nm). Further,

the dye also shows very high selectivity towards

albumin compared to other proteins and amino acids.

As a fluorescence sensor, LDS-798 offers several
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advantages such as label free operation, high sensitivity

and selectivity and most importantly giving emission in

the biologically advantageous red region, with minimum

interference from auto fluorescence.

A state of the art single molecule fluorescence

spectroscopy and imaging facility was developed. The

setup is based on laser scanning confocal fluorescence

microscope coupled with single photon detection,

where we can easily detect fluorescent dyes with single

molecule sensitivity. The facility is currently being used

to carry out research on bio-toxicity of radioactive

metals and structure-function relation of bio-molecules.

The setup can provide substantial reduction in activity

handling.

A lithium ion pouch cell using indigenously

developed carbon coated LiFePO
4
 cathode material

was developed in collaboration with NSTL, DRDO,

Vizag. The cyclability of MCMB-LFP Li-ion cell was

evaluated for 100 cycles. A full-cell lab prototype for

Sodium-Ion Batteries (SIBs) with discharge capacity of

266/ mAh/ g
”1 

was developed in collaboration with IIT

Bombay using indigenously synthesized disordered

mesoporous carbon anode from biowaste and NVP

(sodium vanadium phosphate) cathode. To check the

feasibility of the full cell for practical applications, a LED

panel was switched on using a single coin cell. The

technology for synthesis of carbon coated LiFePO
4

cathode and Li
4
Ti

5
O

12
 anode was transferred to M/s

Vrinda Petroleum and Chemicals Pvt. Ltd. A MoU was

signed between BARC and M/s Nicomet Industries Ltd,

Goa, for incubation of production of nickel-cobalt-

manganese based active cathode battery materials.

BIOLOGY

“Fed-microRNAs” that stop the production of

proteins required during fasting were identified.

Perturbing these fed-microRNAs result in molecular and

physiological changes with associated increase in

blood glucose levels, reminiscent of a pre-diabetic state.

Analysis of optical trapping data on a cellular organelle

that is being carried around in the form of a “cargo”

by dynein and kinesin suggested the activity of motors

is stochastic, independent of each other, and can be

described as a process with no memory — a Markov

chain. The experimental study in Drosophila larvae

showed that cholinergic activity in the central nervous

system induces association between the enzyme and

a molecular motor, Kinesin-2, in a time bound manner

at a certain developmental stage, which facilitated the

flow towards the synapse. This is the first evidence

indicating that the neuronal activity could promote

cargo-motor interaction in vivo. In a separate study, it

was shown that an atypical septate junction established

between the somatic cells during the later stages of

spermatid differentiation plays a crucial role in keeping

the maturing spermatids within the enclosure until they

are fully differentiated. A study on the axonal transport

using the worm C. elegans on the mechanism of vesicle

selection and transport towards synapse revealed

periodic release of calcium ion in situ. A paradigm to

physiologically stimulate touch neurons without

optogenetics has been established to correlate the

trigger of Calcium release. The research using Malaria

parasite identified a persistent IgM autoantibody

response in patients infected with P. vivax infections but

not the dengue virus.

At the TIFR’s National Centre for Biological

Sciences, Bengaluru, under Development and

Genetics, a study explained the role of miRNA-mediated

regulation in the domestication of rice. It was observed

that miR397 was expressed at very high levels in wild

relatives and at negligible levels in high-yielding

cultivated lines and hence miRNA397 plays a crucial

role in domestication of rice. In Neurobiology, a key

investigation highlighting the mode of intraflagellar

transport in the inner ear revealed a mechanism on how

protocadherin-15 (Pcdh15) is transported in the hair

bundle found in the hair cells of the inner ear. Under

Theory and Modeling, a study demonstrated that

chaotic dynamics modulates gene expression and up-

regulates certain families of low-affinity genes,

irrespective of noise. Under Ecology and Evolution, a

multi-site study indicated that herbivore-induced change

in dominance is the best predictor of herbivore effects

on biodiversity in grassland and savannah sites. A study

revealed that although butterflies harbour distinct

microbiomes across taxonomic groups and dietary

guilds, the dramatic dietary shifts that occur during

development do not impose strong selection to

maintain distinct bacterial communities across all

butterfly hosts. A key event in 2018 was the

inauguration of the National Cryo EM Facility.
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The biofilms generated from axenic cultures of the

cyanobacterium, Nostocmuscorum (Nm) exhibited the

ability to sequester wide range of concentrations of Cd

(II) [0.5 to 100 ppm] from aqueous solutions having pH

in the range of 5-10. Adsorption followed Langmuir’s

isotherm, indicative of monolayer of adsorption and

exhibited an adsorption capacity of 13-13.5 mg g-1

when tested in media. The N. muscorum biofilm could

sequester the Cd(II) effectively from natural water

samples (Banganga lake, Mumbai) spiked with

Cd(II).The Nm biofilm also showed the ability to tolerate

not only high concentrations of Cd(II) but also other

organic and inorganic wastes present in the polluted

waters.

Whole genome sequencing, gene assembly and

annotation was performed for Chryseobacteriumculicis.

The genome size of Chryseobacterium PMSZPI was

3.824868 Mb. Annotation results showed the

occurrence of genes related to oxidative and heavy

metal stress, antibiotic and metal transport, biofilm

formation and adhesion, secretory system and motility.

This bacterium showed higher tolerance to number of

heavy metals or antibiotics, reduced gliding motility in

presence of toxic metals, biofilm formation by the cells

under metal supplemented conditions and superior

uranium bioprecipitation. Using information from

genome sequence, a metal translocating PIB type

ATPase gene has been cloned from this bacterium and

full-length protein (70kDa) has been expressed.

Cyanovirin-N (rCV-N), a 11 kDa lectin of

cyanobacterial origin, which has a promising vivo

activity against Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV),

was expressed in E. coli to increase its expression in a

soluble and active form. The yield of recombinant CV-

N reached 25 mg/ 100 ml culture at lab scale. The

monomeric as well as the dimeric form of the protein

showed a typical â-barrel conformation. All the three

forms of CV-N, i.e., monomer, dimer and monomer-

dimer mixture showed very high anti-HIV activity (e.g.

0.5 nM for CV-N mixture), while no significant

cytotoxicity (up to 5 μM) was observed. All the three

forms of CV-N bound to the HIV surface protein GP120

had low endotoxin content.

Microarrays were synthesized by indigenous

micro-arrayers and optimized detection of disease

causing mutations. Microarrays were developed for

32 mutations causing inherited breast cancer. A simple,

label free detection methodology for detecting single

point DNA mutations using an electrochemical

biosensor utilizing electrospun graphene doped

manganese III oxide nanofibers (GMnO) was

developed. As a proof of concept, ultrasensitive

detection of del185AG, a mutation specific to BRCA1

gene was demonstrated.

Following the reduction of eye lens dose from 150

mSv to 20 mSv by ICRP, existing chest Thermo

Luminescence Dosimeters (TLD) badge was modified

as head badge since forehead is close to the eye. An

algorithm was developed to estimate eye lens dose

following the IEC 62387 (Radiation protection

instrumentation-passive integrating dosimetry systems

for personal and environmental of photon and beta

radiation IEC-62387-2012, Edition 1.0 2012-12)

guidelines. A field trial is initiated in all the Nuclear

Power Plants to estimate eye lens dose for radiation

workers engaged in different types of activities such as

Calandria tube inspection, pressure tube installation,

etc. during reactor shutdown. Initial results indicate that

in most cases the eye lens dose is higher than the

whole body dose.

CANCER

Radiation pneumonitis and fibrosis are some of the

side effects of thoracic radiotherapy. Selenium is an

essential macronutrient with anticancer properties.

Synthetic radioprotectors act as adjuvants to reduce

pneumonitis in lung cancer patients. A series of

selenium containing molecules were synthesised and

evaluated for their radioprotection efficacy as adjuvants

in radiotherapy. Diselenodipropionic acid (DSePA) is an

in-house developed molecule that showed superior

anti-pneumonitic effects in mice following thoracic

irradiation. Results revealed that DSePA at a dose of

2.5 mg/kg prevented lung pneumonitis and delayed the

progression. Toxicity studies in GLP approved labs

indicate that DSePA falls under GHS category 3 (>50-

300 mg/kg) with LD50 cut-off of 200 mg/kg body weight

for mice model and GHS category 2 (>5-50 mg/kg)

with LD50 cut-off of 25 mg/kg body weight for rat

model. Moreover, experiments in xenograft mice model

show that oral administration of DSePA significantly

reduces pneumonitis without interfering with therapeutic

effect.
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Liposomes are highly bicompatible vectors for the

delivery of several hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs

with improved pharamcokinetics. PE Gylated liposomal

formulation of doxorubicin (LP-DOX) that can evade the

immune system was developed. In-vitro studies were

performed using formulations in several cancer cell

lines such as A549, MCF-7, PC3, K562, Ishikawa, SiHa,

T24 and MCF-7, etc. In vitro studies showed significant

toxicity of doxorubicin nanoformulation towards A549

and K562 cell lines. Further, this formulation has been

tested in-vivo in Swiss albino mice to check its

therapeutic efficacy in syngeneic mice model. The

syngeneic model study has shown promising outcome,

comparable with commercially available formulation

(Lipodox) and BARC developed formulation (LP-DOX)

showed comparable efficiency in reducing the tumor

size, without inducing significant spleen toxicity.

SYNCHROTRON & THEIR UTILI-

SATION

At RRCAT, both the synchrotron radiation sources,

Indus-1 and Indus-2 were operated as a national facility

for the Synchrotron Radiation (SR) user community.

Indus-1 was operated at 450 MeV energy, 125 mA

current, and Indus-2 was operated at stored current up

to 200 mA at 2.5 GeV energy. During the period from

April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019, Indus-1 and Indus-2

were operated round the clock on 321 days. Both the

machines were operated reliably and smoothly by

following the prescribed safety procedures. Apart from

the planned shutdown for upgradations and preventive

maintenance, which was for 44 days during the above

period, there were no major breakdowns/shutdown in

the machine. The shutdown period includes 17 days

of shutdown during which the Long Straight section,

LS-7, of Indus-2 was vented for installation of the 6
th

RF cavity and a kicker cavity for the Longitudinal Multi-

Bunch Feedback (LMBF) system. After this major

upgrade, normal operation of Indus-2 was restored

within one month for users with 150 mA @ 2.5 GeV.

During the year, the Indus-1 beam availability for

users was 7139 hours against the set target of 7000

hours, and the Indus-2 beam availability was 5412

hours @ 2.5 GeV against the set target of 5200 hrs.

Users from various universities, research institutes and

national laboratories used the photon beam at six

beamlines in Indus-1 and fourteen beamlines in Indus-

2, for carrying out experiments.

The Indus-2 Synchrotron Radiation (SR) source is

usually operated with an electron beam optics having

a horizontal emittance of 135 nm-rad at 2.5 GeV. In

experiments during the year, several beam dynamical

parameters were optimized to increase the spectral

brightness of the photon beam by operating the SR

source at a lower horizontal beam emittance of 45 nm-

rad. This optimized operation method kept a control on

the betatron tunes, closed orbit distortions, beta

function distortions, etc. to prevent any beam loss. In

the horizontal plane, the electron beam size was

reduced from 420 μm corresponding to beam

emittance of 135 nm-rad to 280 μm, which corresponds

to a beam emittance of 45 nm-rad. It was observed

while reducing the horizontal beam emittance that there

was a reduction in the vertical beam size also, which

can lead to a vertical beam instability. The parameters

of the bunch-by-bunch feedback were further optimized

for arresting the beam instabilities in the vertical plane.

A data acquisition system has been developed for

the acquisition of the profile of the booster beam current

pulse for every cycle of beam delivered from the pre-

injector microtron during injection in Indus-1 and Indus-

2. A LabVIEW-based software has been developed to

analyse the acquired data for variation in pulse width

and amplitude. This system has been installed in Indus

control system and deployed for regular operation.

A data acquisition system has been set up for

distributed, high accuracy, isolated, synchronized and

simultaneous sampling of signals in Indus-2 for

correlation diagnostics across various system signals.

A total of 10 DAq hardware modules providing 80

channels have been installed at two widely separated

locations, viz. Indus-2 magnet power supply (MPS) hall

and the RF area. The system has been deployed for

regular use in the Indus-2 storage ring.
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A Disaster Recovery Setup (DRS) has been

designed, developed and commissioned for the layer-

1 part of the Indus accelerator control system. A high

availability data logging scheme has also been

designed for achieving round-the-clock availability of

data with group servers placed physically apart. With

this development, it is now possible to operate Indus

accelerators from the DRS location also in case of any

eventuality.

Harmonic Sextupole (HSP) magnets are needed

in Indus-2 to improve its dynamic aperture by

suppressing the non-linearity introduced by the existing

chromatic sextupole magnets. Compact combined

function harmonic sextupole magnets, integrated with

additional windings to generate horizontal & vertical

dipole and skew quadrupole field components, have

been designed and developed to meet these

requirements. Twenty such combined function

harmonic sextupole magnets have been developed in-

house. The magnets have been characterized on a

harmonic bench using a rotating coil method. The

following picture shows the characterization set-up of

one of the series produced harmonic sextupole magnet

on the rotating coil harmonic bench.

A FMR bench for measurement of resonance line

width in microwave garnets for high power circulator

has been indigenously developed at RRCAT.

Resonance line width (ÄH) is one of the important

parameters required in the design and development of

high power ferrite circulators. The resonance line width

is proportional to the “Gilbert” damping constant which

is responsible for losses in ferrites. A novel RF sweeping

technique has been developed, which uses

discontinuity type coaxial line to measure the resonance

line width in ferrite and garnet discs. Various microwave

ferrite and garnet samples have been measured using

this technique.

A prototype capacitive displacement sensor has

been developed in-house at RRCAT, along with its

associated electronics. It has been developed to

precisely detect any change in the mechanical position

of the beam position monitor devices installed in the

Indus-2 synchrotron radiation source. The developed

capacitive displacement sensor can provide a resolution

better than 0.1 μm and an accuracy in the sub-micron

range (better than 0.6 μm) for a measurement range

of 200 microns, at a data update rate of 2 Hz. A micro-

controller based electronics and a data logger software

on a host PC processes the data, stores the data in the

PC and presents the data in a designed format. Testing

and calibration of the sensor has been carried out in

lab using a laser interferometer

Distributed fast data acquisition module

installed in Indus-2 MPS hall

Harmonic sextupole magnets, showing coils

of sextupole, skew quadrupole,

horizontal and vertical fields (left)

Magnet characterization on rotating coil

harmonic bench (right)

Development of an upgraded electrode assembly

has been done for integrated type Beam Position

Indicators (BPI) for the Indus-2 synchrotron radiation

source. These BPIs are specifically used for the

measurement of electron beam position at the beam

exit side of the dipole vacuum chambers.

Low Conductivity Water (LCW) is used in Indus-2

storage ring for the cooling of a large number of

accelerator components such as electromagnets,

In-house developed capacitive position

sensor and lab calibration setup
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photon absorbers etc. The Indus-2 storage ring LCW

system has been upgraded to provide coolant water at

a lower temperature of 26 °C with an improved

temperature stability of ± 0.5 °C (as compared to the

earlier supply water temperature of 30 °C with ±1 °C

stability) to enhance the performance of Indus-2. This

has been achieved through the development and

installation of precision cooling set-up, along with a new

refrigerated secondary cooling arrangement.

Installation and Commissioning of the sixth RF

cavity in Indus-2 has been done. A 505.8 MHz, bell

shaped RF cavity, along with all associated elements

like an RF input power coupler, Higher Order Mode

Frequency Shifter (HOMFS), frequency tuner system,

sensing loop couplers, vacuum system comprising of

270 lps sputter ion pump, 1000 lps titanium sublimation

pump and a Bayard-Alpert gauge, has been installed

in the long straight section LS-7 of the Indus-2 ring. In-

situ low power RF measurements of the resonance

frequency, quality factor, coupling coefficient, coupling

of sensing couplers etc. have been performed. The

coupling coefficient for the cavity was adjusted

considering ‘with-beam’ operation of all the insertion

devices at 2.5 GeV. The RF cavity, along with the fifth

RF cavity installed earlier, was evacuated and baked by

circulating hot water for about 36 hours, and a vacuum

level of 5 x 10
-10

 mbar has been achieved after cool

down. RF conditioning of the cavity has been performed

and the cavity has been tested for operation at rated

RF power level.

An indigenously developed prototype of a high

power RF circulator operating at 505.8 MHz with a

power handling capacity of 60kW CW has been

assembled and deployed in the Indus-2 RF system. The

circulator has been field tested under different reflection

conditions by varying the power levels and shorting

lengths at the output ports. The circulator has been

commissioned at Indus-2 and is operating satisfactorily

in round-the-clock mode of operation.

A pulsed focusing electromagnet power supply of

110 V, 35 A has been developed for the klystron of the

20 MeV injector microtron. The electromagnet focusing

system of a klystron dissipates a major portion of its

overall power consumption. Presently, a 110 V, 35 A DC

power supply is used with a 5 MW klystron microwave

system for the injector microtron, which amounts to a

continuous drain of over 3.8 kW power. In the pulsed

mode operation, the average power consumption has

been reduced by 78 % of the ‘dc’ mode operation.

A vertically oriented large coating system based

on DC magnetron sputtering technique, with an overall

size of 1300 mm x 1200 mm x 5500 mm height, has

been developed indigenously, installed and

commissioned in the UHV Lab. This system will be used

for coating of Non-Evaporable Getter (NEG) films on the

inside surface of conductance limited narrow bore

vacuum chambers used in insertion devices of Indus-

2, and in the proposed future low emittance storage

ring. A steady-state discharge was obtained at 500 V

discharge voltage, 100 mA discharge current and 1.2

x 10
-2

 mbar dynamic argon gas pressure.

The sixth RF cavity along with vacuum

system during baking

View of installed RF circulator at

Sixth Indus-2 RF station
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New power converters rated for 170 A, 120 V (20

kW) output power, with an output current stability better

than +/- 50 ppm, have been developed to replace the

15 year old power converters for quadrupole magnets

in Indus-2. This is based on switch-mode power

converter topology. Total nine power converter for

LS1Q1D magnets have been tested, installed and

commissioned in Indus-2, and are operating

satisfactorily in round-the-clock operation. The main

features of the new design are: high efficiency, smaller

size, less cooling requirement, low audible noise, small

size of filters, better maintainability and less

development time due to standardized and modular

design.

Large coating setup

Discharge during coating

Pinger magnets are basically kicker magnets

employed for creating large betatron oscillations in the

electron beam to study beam dynamics issues using

turn-by-turn measurement capabilities of the BPMs. It

is proposed to install two pinger magnets in the Indus

2 ring, one each for the horizontal and the vertical

planes, and the development of two power supplies has

been undertaken to energise these magnets with

inductances of 200 nH and 550 nH respectively.

Prototype development of pulsed power circuits of

these power supplies has been completed to deliver 5.6

kA and 2.7 kA respectively with half sinusoidal currents

of 1 μs pulse width.

The installed and operational power

converter for LS1Q1D magnet in Indus-2

Pinger magnet power supply
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Active shunt is an essential tool for Beam Based

Alignment (BBA) for centring of the electron beam in

Indus-2, which helps to find out the offset between the

centres of the beam position monitors and the

quadrupole magnets. In order to perform BBA, the

magnetic field of each quadrupole magnet is required

to be varied independently by precisely changing its

winding current with the help of an active shunt (± 6 A

/ ± 80 V ) developed in house. So far, thirty-seven active

shunts have been built in-house out of which, thirty-two

have been deployed in Indus-2. A photograph of the

active shunts installed at the power supply hall of Indus-

2 is shown in. Beam Based Alignment has improved

the beam lifetime, and simplified the commissioning of

additional insertion devices into the ring.

Indus-1 and Indus-2 are national facilities with

sixteen operational beamlines on Indus-2 and six

beamlines on Indus-1. Two of the Indus-2 beamlines

(BL-23 & 24) are dedicated exclusively for machine

diagnostics, which provide essential information for the

proper running of Indus-2. The number of user

experiments performed on the Indus beamlines in the

calendar year 2018 was 855. The Indus facilities have

been used by researchers from all over the country for

a wide variety of materials science studies, leading to

167 papers being published in peer reviewed

international journals in 2018. Along with the above

utilisation, there has been a continuous effort in

improving the facilities at the beamlines. Important

areas of research, in which experiments have been

carried out at the Indus beamlines include Correlation

of the structure with multiferroicity and magnetoelastic

coupling in á-Mn
2
O

3; 
Influence of the core-hole effect

on optical properties of magnesium oxide (MgO) near

the Mg L-edge region; In-situ X ray Absorption

Spectroscopy study of Fischer-Tropsch reaction with Co

catalysts; Carboxypeptidase in prolyl oligopeptidase

family: unique enzyme activation and substrate-

screening mechanisms and Total reflection X-ray

Fluorescence determination of interfering elements

rubidium and uranium by profile fitting.

A smoke exhaust system has been installed in the

Indus-2 accelerator complex, which will provide means

for emergency response, rescue operations, exhaust of

smoke and control of fire. This work has been

accomplished as per the requirements of AERB. A new

intelligent addressable fire alarm system (Schrack

make) has been installed in the Indus accelerator

complex to meet the additional requirement of

detectors. With the induction of the new system, more

than 1,000 fire alarm detectors can be installed. The

Public Address (PA) system of Indus accelerator

complex has also been upgraded with new paging

mikes, priority controller, speaker loop line detector,

power sequencer, audio splitter, audio amplifiers etc.

The PA system is essential for making announcements

to different users during round-the-clock shift operation,

maintenance shutdowns and in the event of any

emergency.

Active shunts commissioned in the power

supply hall of Indus-2

To correct the beam orbit of Indus-2 against

various disturbances of up to about 50 Hz, a Fast Orbit

Feedback (FOFB) system is being developed, which

envisage the employment of 80 corrector magnets in

the Indus-2 ring. Accordingly, 80 power supplies are

required to energize these magnets. So far, 70 power

supplies have been made.

FOFB Power Supplies installed in the power

supply hall of Indus-2
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The SINP involved itself in the Indus-2 activity and

taken responsibility to develop a grazing incidence X-

ray scattering beamline at BL-13 bending magnet port.

The design of the entire beamline was conceptualized

collectively by a group of SINP scientists and was

commissioned successfully very recently. The available

techniques in this beamline are powder diffraction (at

ambient condition and also at low temperature), single

crystal and multilayer diffraction, reflectivity, diffuse

scattering from solid surface and liquid interfaces.

The beamline was formally inaugurated by

Director, SINP and Director, RRCAT in presence of other

scientists and technical personnel of both SINP and

RRCAT on 12
th

 December, 2018. Currently the

monochromatic beam is available at the goniometer

position in the experimental hutch. The energy of the

x-ray beam was also successfully tuned in the range

of 5 keV to 12 keV by the Double Crystal

Monochromator and was calibrated by elemental

absorption edges of Cr, Mn, Fe and Zn. The Beamline

is a national facility with SINP acting as a nodal institute

for its overall operation, maintenance and upgradation.

It is now ready for carrying out scientific experiments

using different techniques. SINP will also provide

technical support and academic advice in planning

scientific experiments by different users of the country.

An in-situ EXAFS set-up to probe structural

changes during a photocatalytic reaction at Indus-2 was

installed at BL-09 Energy Scanning EXAFS beamline at

Indus-2 SRS. The setup consists of a reaction-cum-

measurement cell consisting of quartz and glass

windows for UV-Visible radiation in addition to the

Kapton windows for X-ray transmission. The reaction

cell has features for controlling reactant proportions and

product detection with gas chromatograph and be used

as a closed reactor for a slow chemical reactor.

A Facility for in-situ study of ion batteries using X-

ray diffraction was established at Indus-2 in

collaboration with IIT Bombay. The setup is capable of

remotely aligning samples for in-situ electrochemical

studies, which are important in exploring alternatives to

Lithium in ion batteries.

CYCLOTRONS & THEIR UTILI-

SATION

Medical Cyclotron

The DAE Medical Cyclotron Facility has been

established at Chalkgaria, Kolkata, by VECC. The

cyclotron along with two beam lines has been

commissioned during September, 2018. A test

irradiation of enriched water sample and production of

FDG has also been carried out. The main objective of

the facility is to produce radioisotopes to be used in

nuclear imaging for medical diagnostic and therapeutic

purposes for cancer care. The facility will also be used

for various research and development purposes.

At the heart of this facility is a cyclotron called

CYCLONE-30, shown in the picture, procured from M/

s Ion Beam Application, Belgium. CYCLONE-30 is a

negative hydrogen ion accelerator. The negative

hydrogen ions produced in an external multicusp ion

source is axially injected into the cyclotron. This is a

fixed magnetic field, fixed RF frequency and variable

final energy dual proton beam cyclotron. There are two

RF cavities, called dees, to accelerate the negative

hydrogen ions. At extraction radius carbon stripper foils

are used to extract two simultaneous proton beams

from the machine. The extracted beam energy is

adjustable from 15 MeV up to 30 MeV and the beam

current is tuneable up to 350 μA. At this pre-

commissioning stage, it has been tested purposefully

up to 7 μA to keep the radiation level low.

Part of experimental hutch

A Small and Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (SWAXS)

beamline was developed and installed at INDUS-2

synchrotron, Indore to probe mesoscopic length scale

of 1-100 nm. SAXS measurements on standard

samples were carried out during trial operation and the

beamline is now available to users.
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In India, few low energy cyclotron installations

have also been producing PET radioisotope 
18

F.

However, there is increasing demand for other useful

radioisotopes namely, 
201

Tl, 
123

I, 
111

In, 
67

Ga etc. which

have longer half-life. All these radioisotopes require

higher energy for their production through a specific

nuclear reaction. The DAE Medical Cyclotron Facility will

meet this huge demand all over India with a potential

export capacity.

Super-conducting Cyclotron (SCC)

Beam dynamics simulations have been done to

find out the transmission efficiency of ion beams

through narrow vertical space of SCC. Beam

Transmission Efficiency under ideal condition and

restricted condition of VECC superconducting cyclotron

after cryostat repositioning has been studied. The first

harmonic component of the magnetic field of SCC

corrected from 50 Gauss to 28 Gauss after repositioning

of the cryostat. Installation and commissioning of a

helium compressor for hooking up with the liquid

helium plant. One oil removal module which is capable

of handling flow rate of 100 g/s has been designed,

developed, installed, interfaced with the compressor,

commissioned and tested.

Cyclone-30 at Medical Cyclotron Facility,

Chakgaria, Kolkata

Oil Removal Module

Helium Cycle Compressor
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Room Temperature Cyclotron (RTC)

Utilisation

The Room Temperature Cyclotron (RTC) has been

operating in round the clock shift basis and delivering

ion beams to various experimental research programs.

The external 14.45 GHz Electron Cyclotron Resonance

Ion Source (ECRIS) developed indigenously is regularly

producing high charge state heavy ions and light ions

which are accelerated in cyclotron. Presently both light

(alpha) and heavy ions (nitrogen, oxygen, neon etc.)

of various energies are regularly being used to produce

radio-isotopes, radiation damage studies and nuclear

physics experiments. Apart from in-house users, the

facility has been utilised by users from VECC, SINP,

BARC, UGC-DAE-CSR-Kolkata, IIEST-Shibpur, Calcutta

University, TIFR, University of Mumbai – to name a few.

The cyclotron is regularly fulfilling its target for

beam availability and this year also the beam availability

target of 4000 hours has been fulfilled.

The maximum usage (46.6%) of the beam time is

for nuclear physics. Using heavy ion beams from the

cyclotron several experiments have been carried out

during this year to study the fundamental properties of

nucleus and nuclear reaction mechanism. To study the

density dependence of symmetry energy, two different

isotopes of tin (
112

Sn, 
124

Sn) targets were bombarded

with 
20

Ne and 
16

O beams. Effect of clustering on the

emission of light charged particles was studied

populating same compound nucleus in 
20

Ne+
9
Be and

16
O+

12
C reactions using part of the Charged Particle

Detector Array (CPDA) developed at VECC. The fission

and quasi-fission dynamics were studied by

bombarding 
16

O and 
20

Ne beams on several pre-

actinides and actinides targets using Large area Multi-

wire Proportional Counters (MWPCs) developed in-

house. An extensive experiment was performed to study

the saturation of Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) width

at different temperatures using different energy 
16

O

beam on 
58

Ni target. To investigate the behaviour of

Nuclear Level Density (NLD) at high excitation energy

(temperature) and angular momentum (spin), neutron

evaporation spectra at various laboratory angles were

measured using 
16

O and 
20

Ne beams on 
27

Al, 
58

Ni and

93
Nb targets using Large Area Modular BaF2 Detector

Array (LAMBDA) and neutron detectors developed at

VECC. The results of the experiments have been

communicated / published in journals of international

repute.

Another significant usage (29.6%) in nuclear

physics research was experiments using Indian

National Gamma Array (INGA) setup during October -

December, 2018 with alpha beams. INGA was setup at

VECC as a large national collaboration among various

national institutes and universities to pursue the rich

variety of nuclear structure studies using high resolution

gamma ray spectroscopy techniques. In this second

phase of INGA experiments, higher energy alpha

beams (40-53 MeV) have been used to probe variety

of nuclear structure phenomena which are usually

manifested in lower spin regime and thus ideal to

investigate with light ion beams. Some of the key

physics issues which have been addressed in these

experiments are octupole correlation in nuclei of

different mass region, wobbling motion in excited

INGA detector setup for second phase

campaign at VECC

The BaF2 array and neutron detector setup

used in the experiment
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nuclei, lifetime measurement of excited states of light

nuclei of astrophysical interests etc. During this INGA

campaign, eight Clover HPGe detectors along with the

BGO Anti Compton Shields (ACS) and two LEPS (Low

Energy Photon Spectrometer) detectors of planer HPGe

have been used. A data acquisition system based on

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) from UGC-DAE-CSR,

Kolkata Centre, have been used to record the Compton

suppressed data in both coincidence as well as singles

mode. A total of eight experiments were carried out with

alpha beam. At the end of Alpha beam experiments, a

test experiment was also performed using 146 MeV

20
Ne beam to test the response of INGA setup with

digital DAQ for heavy ion reactions. Above picture

shows the INGA setup used for the second phase of

experiments at VECC.

Another very important usage (11.6%) of the beam

was in the field of radiation damage studies of nuclear

structural materials such as Nb, Nb alloy, Ti alloy, V and

V alloy etc. using oxygen and Neon beam from

cyclotron. The characterisation of the microstructure,

defect states, dislocation density as a function of doses

will be carried out to understand the effect of irradiation

on these structural materials.

PLASMA & FUSION TECHNO-

LOGIES

Plasma Sterilization of Medical

devices, components and baby

utensils

Healthcare-associated infections are a major

problem in hospitals. Conventional sterilization

techniques like autoclaves, hydroclaves and ethylene

oxide (EtO) have certain drawbacks while sterilizing

heat sensitive devices like catheters, endoscopes, etc.

A recently completed collaborative project between IPR

and B.V. PERD Centre, Ahmedabad on “Development

of Prototype Plasma System for Effective and Uniform

Sterilization of Medical Devices, Components and Baby

Utensils”, funded by the Gujarat Govt., clearly shows

the killing of 4 different bacterial strains

(Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli,

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Salmonella abony)

commonly prevalent in Healthcare-associated

infections. The pulsed dc plasma of Ozone and Oxygen

Atmospheric plasma system for food

grain processing

Atmospheric pressure plasma technology (APP),

involving the use of non-thermal plasmas, is an

emerging technique for enhancing seed germination

and better food preservation. Atmospheric pressure

plasma generates reactive oxygen species and reactive

nitrogen species which interact with seeds and etch the

surface. Plasma treatment enhances soaking up of

moisture, thus improving germination. Atmospheric

pressure plasma treatment can also lead to inactivation

of bacteria, bacterial spores, and fungi present on the

surface of food grains. Such a plasma treatment system

has been developed at IPR and commissioned at

Anand Agricultural University for detailed study.

Plasma system for In-line textile

treatment

Presently, in all textile industries, de-scouring

(removal of wax from surface before printing) is

performed using chemicals and water which can pollute

the environment. An environment-friendly alternative,

which does not use chemicals, is to use a uniform glow

effectively kills bacterial species in 1 hour. Hospital

components and baby spoons were also successfully

sterilized.

Plasma Sterilization System developed at IPR
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Rotatable Magnetron

A technically-challenging rotatable magnetron has

been developed. It is the first of its kind in India for the

sputter coating industry. As compared to the currently-

used planar magnetron, where only 40-50% of the

target material is utilized due to limited sputtering

racetrack area, the rotatable magnetron permits

utilization up to 80%. This is a major development for

Aditya Tokamak Operation

The discharge duration of confined plasma has

been prolonged up to 330 ms (more than the design

value of 250 ms) in ADITYA-U Tokamak for the first time.

Using a novel gas-puffing technique, the peak plasma

density has been raised to > 6 x 10
19

 m
-3

, an all-time

high for ADITYA-U tokamak, which led to a unique

observation of rotation reversal of plasma, reported in

very few tokamaks worldwide. The result signifies the

achievement of maximum possible confinement time in

this category of tokamaks known as saturated Ohmic

confinement. A plasma current of 175 kA has been

achieved, higher than the value ever achieved in either

Aditya or Aditya-U. This was done at a Toroidal field of

1.3 Tesla, 85% of the design value. For the first time,

the horizontal plasma position in the ADITYA-U tokamak

has been controlled in real time using a Fast Feedback

Power Supply. The power supply, responding on fast

timescales of 1 millisecond, drives currents up to 1500

A in feedback coils newly installed in ADITYA-U. PID

control has yielded good performance. In ECRH-

assisted operation, successful start-up has been

achieved at a loop voltage as low as 10 V, 50% of the

requirement without ECR.

Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) plasma. IPR has

successfully developed such a system and tested it for

24x7 continuous operation in June 2018. The plasma

is generated using air and no other gas is required. The

DBD plasma was applied for treatment of various textile

materials and significant functionality improvements

have been found to occur within a few seconds of

exposure. The system can accommodate a 2.5 m wide

web and its guiding mechanism. This system, funded

by DST, has been installed and commissioned at

MANTRA, Surat.

Rotatable Magnetron Developed at IPR

Plasma system for In-line textile treatment

the coating industry using magnetron sputtering

technology. The cost of this indigenously developed

rotatable magnetron is S! of an imported system.

Denim fading using non-thermal air

plasma jet

A system has been developed which incorporates

a computerized translation system to automatically

make the design on denim using non-thermal air

plasma jet as per the image selection.

Images of Denim Fading system
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Steady-State Superconducting (SST-

1) Tokamak Operation

The Toroidal field coils, which had earlier been

used to produce a maximum field of 1.5 Tesla (and 1.8

Tesla for short durations), have now produced 2.7 T at

the plasma centre, corresponding to 90% of the design

value. The toroidal magnetic field was raised in steps,

and was kept above 2 T for more than 15 minutes. This

is an important demonstration in terms of planned

experiments in future campaigns, where long-pulse

plasma operation above 2 T would be done with the

assistance of Electron Cyclotron Resonance, Lower

Hybrid and Ion Cyclotron Resonance systems. Helium

Plasma experiments assisted by the ECR and LH have

been performed. In addition, at the end of the

experimental campaign, ICRH based wall conditioning

experiments were successfully carried out at magnetic

fields of 1.1T, 1.5T and 1.6T.

PF3 coil power-supply up-gradation

Series connection of two half-wave three-phase

rectifiers has been successfully demonstrated (uniform

voltage sharing) on a 3A load and also at no-load full

firing. This will allow higher PF coil voltages to drive

time-varying currents in the PF3 coils, which is

necessary for producing a shaped plasma

Development of Ka-Band

Reflectometer System for measuring

Radial Electron Density Profile

A Ka-Band Frequency Modulated Continuous

Wave (FMCW) Reflectometer has been designed and

developed to measure the electron density profile. The

super heterodyne detection scheme in conjunction with

quadrature down conversion is used for unambiguous

phase determination. To overcome the deleterious

effects of plasma density fluctuations, the implemented

Reflectometry system is capable of ultra-fast sweep

over the entire Ka-Band in 5ìs and has high data

acquisition rates of 200MSps.

A Study on Neutron Emission from a

Cylindrical Inertial Electrostatic

Confinement Device

CPP-IPR has successfully demonstrated some

essential parameters required for the emission of 2.45

MeV DD fusion neutrons from a steady state portable

linear neutron source based on inertial electrostatic

confinement scheme. The parameters that control the

production of neutrons are the working pressure of the

fuel gas, applied voltage, measured current and

cathode geometries. The neutrons emitted from the

source are confirmed using neutron monitor, bubble

dosimeters, nuclear track detectors, and He-3

proportional counter. Presently, the device produces

neutrons 10
6
 n/sec at discharge voltages ranging from

-60 kV to -80 kV, and discharge current of 20 mA to 30

mA.

Solid-state RF generator coupled to

ROBIN negative-ion source

An indigenously developed (40 kW, 1 MHz) solid

state RF generator has been integrated with an RF

based negative ion source (“ROBIN”). Such a coupled

system has been set up only for the second time in the

world. The aim was to establish generator performance

with respect to power coupling and plasma production

in the source. Power ranging from 23-40 kW was

successfully coupled to produce the desired plasma at

pressures between 0.9 and 0.5 Pa.

High Temperature Technologies

Seven-layered W/Cu functionally graded material

(FGM) (100 W, 80W-20Cu, 60W-40Cu, 50W-50Cu, 40W-

60Cu, 20W-80Cu, 100Cu, by wt %) were fabricated by

a spark plasma sintering process (SPS). The influences

of sintering temperature on microstructure, physical and

mechanical properties of the sintered bulk FGM were

investigated. Results indicate that the graded structure

of the composite densification after the SPS process

and interfaces of the layers also are clearly visible. All

40 kW solid state RF generator (left) coupled

to the negative ion RF ion source test bed

(ROBIN) (right)
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of the layers have a very high relative density, thereby

indicating their densification and excellent sintering

behavior. SEM and EDX study of the bulk sample cross-

section reveal that the graded structure can be retained

up to sintering temperature of 1050 °C. In addition, fine

microstructure within each layer with good interface

bonding was also observed. Sample sintered at 1050

°C exhibited excellent mechanical and physical

properties (hardness 239 ± 5 Hv and relative density

of 90.5%). The result demonstrates that SPS is a

promising and perhaps a more suitable process for

fabrication of W-Cu functionally graded materials.

Magnet Technology development

Work is being continued in technological

developments related with Nb3Sn and high temperature

superconductors (HTS). A laboratory scale Nb3Sn

solenoid coil which can produce magnetic field of ~1

T has been wound and heat treatment of the same is

in progress. The high voltage compatible electrical

insulation system has been developed and Paschen

test has been carried out at low temperature. The

laboratory scale high temperature superconductor

(HTS) based D-shaped magnet fabricated and tested

for its cooling characteristics up to 77 K, current

charging and magnetic field measurement. The low

resistance joints of 5 n&! have been developed and

tested at 77 K for HTS magnet applications.

Remote Handling and Robotics

Technologies

The major activities include a high vacuum and

high temperature compatible inspection arm with

supporting advanced technologies like haptic force

feedback, dexterous hyper redundant end-effector and

a fully immersive virtual reality facility.

Development of Indigenous haptic force

feedback arms for Tele-operation

For the flexibility to execute dynamic tasks safely,

the RH manipulators are typically controlled using a

‘man in the loop’ architecture. Haptic systems with real-

time force feedback integrated to full 3D virtual reality

environment can enable the RH operators to have the

sense of virtual presence. A 6 axis master arm has been

developed and successfully tested for position control.

Fusion Blanket Technologies

This caters to the indigenous development of

blanket technologies required for a future fusion reactor

as well as to the development of Test Blanket Module

to be tested in the ITER project.

Numerical and Experimental MHD Studies

of Lead-Lithium Liquid Metal Flows in

Multichannel Test-Section at High

Magnetic Fields

Numerical simulation and experiments have been

performed at high magnetic fields (1–3T) to study the

MHD assisted molten Lead-Lithium (PbLi) flow in a

model test-section which has typical features of multiple

parallel channel flows as foreseen in various blanket

module of ITER.

Corrosion Behavior of IN-RAFM Steel with

Stagnant Lead-Lithium at 550°C up to

9000 h

Corrosion study of IN-RAFM (India specific

reduced activation ferritic martensitic) steel with static

lead-lithium, Pb-16Li has been carried out at 550 °C for

different time durations, 2500, 5000 and 9000 h. Flat

and tensile INRAFM samples were exposed to liquid

metal. Exposed samples were analyzed for micro

structural observation and chemical composition by

scanning electron microscope equipped with EDX

(energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer). Hardness

reduction was observed up to a depth of <“15 ìm after

exposure to liquid metal. There was no significant

reduction in the tensile strength. Dimpled ductile

fracture was observed after exposure to liquid metal up

to 9000 h.

Neutronic Design Optimization of ITER

TBM Port#2 Bio-Shield Plug

In order to serve the requirement of TBM system,

a Bio-Shield Plug (BSP) is placed at biological shielding

location of the equatorial port. The neutronic design of

BSP is important because it serves the purpose of

biological shield boundary of ITER port. The neutronic

analyses have been performed using the MCNP

radiation transport code and FENDL-2.1 nuclear cross

section data library. The Activation code FISPACT2007

has been employed to estimate the contact dose rates.
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The outcome suggests that B4C and Ferro-boron would

be better candidate materials for the bio-shield plug of

TBM port.

In gyro-devices, frequency of operation is

determined by the cyclotron frequency, thereby the

magnetic field. The gyrotron efficiency is determined by

the axial length of the electromagnetic field structure,

radius of the hollow beam, the cavity Q-factor of the

interaction mode (TE03 for present case), uniformity of

magnetic field for the resonant value at the interaction

region and angular to longitudinal velocity ratio of the

e-beam. The interaction is optimum if the hollow beam

diameter is same as the E-field peaking diameter of the

circularly polarized wave at its interacting mode. For

this, field rise from cathode gun to cavity center should

be gradual. Magnetic field compression ratio is the

reduction in the beam cross-sectional area resulting

from increase in axial magnetic field during its traverse

from Magnetron Injection Gun (MIG) to the interaction

region Field profile optimization has been carried out

to meet the beam optics requirement to meet the

requirements at both cavity center and cathode gun

center.

Al
2
O

3 

is one of the most important structural

ceramic. The major drawback is that it sinters at very

high temperature. To overcome this, a multistage

sintering methodology was developed to densify Al
2
O

3

at almost 150-200°C lower compared to normal. A

comparative study reveals that the multistage sintering

yields more than 98% Theoretical Density (TD)

compared to less than 90% TD obtained through

conventional route at the same sintering temperature

(1250°C). Using this indigenous technique, porous and

brittle alumina insulation was sintered to a strong, rigid

insulating case for carrying out high temperature

hardness testing of UO
2
 fuel required by BARC. Various

components were fabricated by this method and used

for fabricating the high temperature hardness tester. To

carry out burst testing of fuel tube, dense (>99%TD)

alumina pellets were also made by this method.

Joining of alumina cylinder to SS cylinder by

Active Brazing Alloying (ABA) technique was carried out

to fabricate Ceramic brake for Fast Current Transformer

(FCT). Helium leak rate of the seal was found to be 5.3

Magnet Assembly integrated with Gyrotron

tube at Institute of Plasma Research

MATERIAL SCIENCE

At BARC, composition of the Hastealloy was

modified to provide high temperature strength, good

resistance to corrosion and irradiation. Based on the

preliminary studies, a model composition was worked

out. The alloy was air as well as vacuum melted.

Multiple melting was carried out to meet the desired

composition as close as possible and at the same time

achieve the desired surface finish. The alloy was

subjected to various modes of deformation. A process

has been worked out to form the alloy in various

shapes. Welding experiments were carried out to

produce defect free weld.

Composed form of Hastealloy
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Corrosion resistant cladded steel plates used in

petrochemical and chemical industries for pressure

vessels and pipelines applications containing corrosive

mediums (including sulphuric acid) were developed.

The technology for producing roll bonded sandwich

plates with SS 317L as cladding and ASTM 516 Gr 60

Carbon Steel (CS) as backing materials has been

developed. Single-layer cladded and Double-layer

cladded sandwich plates were successfully produced

by hot roll bonding using a laboratory two-high rolling

mill. The microstructure of these roll bonded plates were

characterized using optical microscopy and Scanning

Electron Microscopy (SEM). The chemical nature of the

transition layer formed between these two chemically

different steels was studied using SEM and revealed the

presence of a diluted transition layer of around 5 micron

thickness. The integrity of the CS to SS 317L

metallurgical bonding was evaluated by root and side

U-bend tests and no delamination of the clad was

observed in either case.

x 10-9 Tor. lit/sec. It will be used as a ceramic brake in

Fast Current Transformer (FCT), which is being

developed by APPD, BARC, for their Electron LINAC

programme.

Ceramic brake made using ABA technique

Single and double layer SS317L cladded

ASTM 516 Gr 60 sandwich steel plate

specimens after clad integrity test

by suitable doping with Al and Si for an optimum

electrical conductivity. Electrical conductivity,

crystallization kinetics and structural studies using X-ray

and neutron diffraction was carried out. Model free

kinetics was used to calculate the kinetics parameters.

Neutron diffraction studies showed the exact location

of low Z lithium and conduction pathway was identified.

Doping helped to expand c-axis and increased the

pathway resulting higher electrical conductivity. Cells

were fabricated with different combination of cathode

and anode and tested for cyclo-voltametry at different

C-rate. Capacity of 80% of theoretical value has been

obtained at lower C-rate. Attempts were made to make

thin electrolyte by gel/solution casting. Flexible, self-

sustained and thickness less than 100μm solid state

polymer electrolytes were made and cells were

fabricated for performance testing.

Flexible thin self-sustained polymer

electrolyte fabricated using LAGP

Fabricated coin cell showing the OCV of 3.4V

Solid state lithium electrolyte based on lithium

germanium phosphate glass ceramics with NASICON

structure was synthesized. Composition was optimized
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The conventional thermoelectric material of

bismuth telluride has been doped by lead for improving

the figure of merit (ZT) for low-temperature range

application (<573 K). The figure-of-merit (ZT) of n-type

Bi
2
Te

3
 is ~ 0.47 and optimized Bi

1.95
Pb

0.05
Te

3 
exhibit

p-type conduction with enhanced ZT of ~ 0.63 at 386

K. The conversion efficiency of Bi
1.95

Pb
0.05

Te
3
 based

single thermoelement with hot pressed Ni/Ag electrical

contacts was found to be 4.9% for a temperature

difference (ÄT) of 200 K. The efficiency was further

enhanced to 12% (at ÄT494K) in the segmented

thermoelement consisting of Bi
1.95

Pb
0.05

Te
3 

and

(AgSbTe
2
)
0.15

(GeTe)
0.85

 (i.e. TAGS-85).

A novel approach for phase identification in binary

mixture of nanopowders from deconvoluted valence

band spectra using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

is developed. This new approach is validated in

polymorphs of iron oxide and titania nanopowders. A

linear correlation between the percentage of the phase

and the valance band peak area was observed in both

the cases. The phase compositions of the nanopowder

mixtures identified from the valence band spectra and

X-ray Diffraction data were found to be in good

agreement with each other.

The conformational changes of a weak

polyelectrolyte, Poly Acrylic Acid (PAA), adsorbed at a

magnetically controllable oil-water interface under

different local environmental condition is manifested

from the Bragg peak shifts in the reflected light, after

the droplets are assembled into a periodic 1D array with

the aid of a weak magnetic field. This new

spectroscopic approach offers promising applications

in probing macromolecular conformation at interfaces

and to obtain new insight into colloidal stability.

New insights into the effect of orientation ordering

and texturing of droplets, immobilized in a tissue

mimicking agar matrix, on the field induced heating

efficiency is obtained. A higher specific absorption rate

is observed for droplets orientated parallel to the

direction of the alternating magnetic field because of

the enhancement of effective uniaxial anisotropy energy

density and increased effective relaxation time. For

identical and non-interacting MNP oriented parallel to

the external DC magnetic field, a threefold increase in

the effective uniaxial anisotropy energy density and 20–

30% increased specific absorption rate are observed as

compared to those oriented perpendicular to the

magnetic field.

Cellulose capped magnetite nanoparticles in the

size ranging from 21 to 41 nm have been synthesized

for cationic dye removal. The particle size is tuned by

using appropriate amount of carboxymethyl cellulose

at the nucleation stage, by controlling steric hindrance.

As an operational requirement, CRPF requested

BARC to develop hand held ballistic shields having

capability of stopping Armour Piercing (AP) bullets

(Level IV). Materials Group, BARC developed two test

panels (300 mm X 300 mm) using hot pressed boron

carbide and carbon nanotube impregnated polymer.

These panels were tested against multiple shots of AP

bullets and were found to stop them with low back face

signature (less than 20 mm).

Ballistic Shield before and after ballistic test

More than 400 pieces of 50 X 50 X 7 mm B4C-

CNT composite tiles were hot pressed. 4 numbers of

hard armour panels were fabricated using these tiles

after machining them into required dimensions. The

ballistic performance of these composite armours was

found to be satisfactory against AK 47 hard steel core

bullets and SLR.

Ballistic Evaluation of B4C-CNT

Composite Armour
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Among the irradiation effects on structural

materials void swelling and helium embrittlement limit

the lifetime of nuclear reactor components. To

investigate them, a dual beam irradiation facility which

is the first in the country has been set up at the centre.

This facility provides co-implantation with heavy ion

beams from an existing 1.7 MV accelerator along with

gaseous ions from an indigenously built 400 kV

accelerator. This facilitates simulation of irradiation

conditions of materials in nuclear reactors. This

arguably mimics the actual conditions of reactor, viz

atomic displacements due to neutrons, transmutation

product generation as well as inert gas decoration of

vacancy clusters to form stable void nuclei.

A High Resolution Rutherford backscattering

spectrometry (HRBS) system with an energy resolution

of 1.6 keV at 400 keV, corresponding to a depth

resolution of 2 to 3 Å and improved mass resolution is

installed. It consists of a Toroidal Electrostatic energy

Analyzer (TEA), Microchannel Plates (MCP) and a 1D-

position sensitive detector and associated nuclear

instrumentation modules. It is a unique facility in India

for studying ultra-thin films and composition of samples

containing elements of nearer by mass.

Structural stability studies of boron doped 40:60

iron phosphate glasses under humid storage

conditions, using Raman spectroscopy is reported.

Raman measurements indicate that increased boron

doping in these glasses maintaining oxygen/

phosphorous ratio constant serves to strengthen the

parent glass network, while for samples with iron/

phosphorous ratio a constant, a systematic weakening

of the network, was observed with increased boron

content. Raman measurements on glasses exposed to

ambient laboratory conditions for three years reveal

excellent structural stability against atmospheric

corrosion.

Impulsive photo-excitation of solids results in a

travelling strain pulse which manifests itself as coherent

acoustic phonon oscillations which have been

extensively studied using time-resolved pump-probe

spectroscopy. The generation of extremely long-lived,

coherent longitudinal acoustic phonon oscillations in

intrinsic GaAs (100), with clear and unambiguous

evidence of Fano interference between these

oscillations and the continuum of electronic states close

to the bandgap has been reported. Fanoresonance

arises from quantum interference between a continuum

of quantum states and a discrete quantum state. In the

present work, Fano resonance in coherent phonon

oscillations generated without the aid of any capping

The cellulose capped particles were found to be

efficient for methylene blue dye removal due to

physisorption of methylene blue on cellulose capped

nanoparticles

(Top) Methylene blue (MB) mixed with MC

nanoparticles before and after dye removal.

(Bottom) schematic showing MB captured by

MC nanoparticles

(a) Schematic of a dual ion irradiation facility

(b) Experimental beamline station of dual

beam irradiation facility
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layer, dopants or substrate/interface effects has been

investigated. Since Fano resonance is sensitive to

changes in electronic structure, doping and defects,

these observations are important to the field of

picosecond ultrasonics which is used for non-

destructive depth profiling of solids and for carrier

diffusion studies.

A ground based Time Domain Electro-Magnetic

induction (TDEM) system is under development with an

extremely sensitive SQUID sensor to probe the

conductivity of the earth in order to locate the

conductive minerals buried in deep surface of the earth.

The performance of the system has been tested in the

field near the AMD camp, MC Palle, Cudappah (Dt), AP.

The central loop sounding measurements have been

performed by using a transmitter loop in the form of

square with size of 100 m x 100 m and 400 m x 400 m

and the decay of the secondary magnetic field has

been recorded at the centre of the loop by using the

SQUID system. The recorded decay profile shows the

layered structures of the earth. The decay profile

indicates from top to bottom the upper weathered

conductive layer, a highly resistive layer, another

conductive layer and another resistive layer. This

establishes unique sensitivity of SQUID based TDEM

system and further detailed studies are planned.

The microstructural parameters in pure Nb,

irradiated with 5 MeV proton beam have been

characterized as a function of dose in a reliable manner

using X-ray diffraction line profileanalysis. In order to

compare the microstructural changes in the

homogeneous region with the peak damage region of

the damage energy deposition profile, X-ray diffraction

using two different geometries (Bragg-Brentano and

parallel beam geometries) has been carried out. X-ray

line profile analysis like Williamson-Hall analysis,

Simplified breadth method, Double-Voigt analysis,

Modified Rietveld technique and Convolutional multiple

whole profile fitting have been employed to extract the

microstructural parameters like coherent domain size,

microstrain within the domain, dislocation density, types

and arrangement of dislocations. The coherent domain

size decreases drastically with increase in microstrain

in the first dose for both the geometries and remains

almost unaltered as a function of dose. The dislocation

density is also found to increase by more than an order

of magnitude with irradiation. No significant difference

is observed in the microstructural parameters between

the homogeneous and the peak damage region of the

damage profile

The changes in the microstructure of 3.5 MeV

proton irradiated T91 Ferritic-Martensitic steel samples

with dose have been evaluated using detailed X-ray

diffraction line profile analysis of the data collected

using both laboratory and the synchrotron source.

Different line profile analysis techniques like Williamson-

Hall, modified Rietveld method and convolutional

multiple whole profile fitting have been applied to

evaluate the microstructural parameters such as

domain size, microstrain, dislocation density and the

character of the dislocation from both the data.

The ion-induced depthwise damage profile in 35

MeV α-irradiated D9 alloy samples with doses of

5×10
15

 He
2+

/cm2, 6.4×10
16

 He
2+

/ cm2 and 2×10
17

He
2
+/cm2 has been assessed using X-ray diffraction

technique. The microstructural characterisation has

been done along the depth from the homogeneous

damage region (surface) upto the Bragg Peak region,

as simulated from SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions

in Matter). The parameters such as domain size and

microstrain have been evaluated using two different X-

ray diffraction line profile analysis techniques. The

results indicate that at low dose, the damage profile

shows a prominent variation as a function of depth but,

with increasing dose, it becomes more homogeneous

along the depth. This suggests that enhanced defect

diffusion and their annihilation in pre-existing and newly

formed sinks play a significant role in deciding the final

microstructure of the irradiated sample as a function of

depth.

At RRCAT, an experimental facility has been

established for doing terahertz (0.1– 2 THz) time

domain spectroscopy using a laboratory based source

at low temperatures (5-300 K) and in high magnetic

fields (up to 7 T). The complex optical conductivity of

a Fe
3
O

4
 film, deposited on Si substrate (Fe

3
O

4
/Si), was

studied as a function of temperature and frequency

using this facility. Both the dielectric constant (õ
1
) and

the dynamic conductivity (ó
1
) of Fe

3
O

4
/Si were found

to be larger than those of the single crystals by an order

of magnitude. The frequency dependence of ó
1

deviates from the metallic behaviour below 220 K, which

is much higher than the high temperature metal to low

temperature insulator transition in Fe
3
O

4
. The plasma
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A Variable Temperature Insert (VTI), along with a

resistivity probe, has been designed and fabricated

using thin walled, non-magnetic stainless steel tubes

to work in the presence of a superconducting magnet

in liquid helium environment. The temperature range of

the VTI is 3K to 350K. A temperature stability of nearly

10 mK has been achieved to track a narrow

superconducting transition in niobium with a width of

about 0.08K. The electrical noise was brought down to

less than 30nV to enable the measurement of very low

residual resistance of 5.7 x 10
-10Ω-m in the normal state

of niobium at 9.4K, and the determination of the

Residual Resistivity Ratio (RRR) 298. Magnetoresistance

and magnetostriction were also measured on very pure

samples of SCRF cavity grade niobium.

Investigations have been done for the

determination of the role of different tailor-made

additives and conformers of resorcinol on the

mechanism of unidirectional vapour growth of á-

resorcinol crystal.

The important role played by the environment and

the effect of spin-orbit interaction of each atom in

Heusler alloys on their magnetic properties has been

established.

Transparent Er, Nd co-doped Y
2
O

3
 ceramics with

a transparency 78% (in 500-2000 nm range without

Fresnel’s correction) have been fabricated and

characterized. The up-conversion luminescence and

downshifting luminescence mechanisms involving

energy transfer and non-radiative relaxation have been

analysed. The observed emissions at both 563 nm

(Er
3+

:
4
S

3/2
→4

I
15/2

) and 1064 nm (Nd
3+

:
4
F

3/2
→4

I
9/2

)

with excitation at 822 nm (Nd
3+

:
4
I
9/2

→4
F

5/2
) establishes

the potential of the ceramic material as an efficient dual

mode emitter at room temperature.

Raman spectroscopy of (1-x)NBT–xBiCrO
3

ceramic has been carried out at room temperature, and

two extra bands have been observed near 770 cm
-1

and 835 cm
-1

, in addition to the Raman modes, The

existence of these extra bands is attributed to the

presence of oxygen defects in the crystal lattice, and

the intensity of these bands is observed to increase with

an increase in oxygen defect concentration. Raman

spectroscopy could be a useful tool for the detection

of oxygen defects in Na
0.5

Bi
0.5

TiO
3
 based ferroelectrics.

Integration of GaP on group IV semiconductors

like Si and Ge is an area of intense research for its

application in multi-junction solar cells. Wavelength

dependent Raman spectroscopy has been used to

investigate inter-diffusion at the interface of GaP/Ge

(111), and the spectra confirms the presence of a

disordered germanium layer of thickness 20 nm at the

hetero-interface, due to phosphorous diffusion. These

results are very useful for understanding the role of the

nucleating layer for the integration of group III-V on

group IV semiconductors.

Semiconductor-insulator-metallic surface

modifications have great potential in nano-micro-

electronic device applications. The correlation of

surface modification processes using laser irradiation

with both, temperature and the nanowire orientation,

has been investigated for differently oriented InAs

nanowires (in plane) using polarized Raman

spectroscopy. The study elucidates that laser irradiation

leads to the formation of oriented crystalline oxide films

on InAs nanowire surface.

[001] and [100] oriented laser elements of

dimension 3-4 x 3-4 x 6-8 mm
3
 have been fabricated

from the in-house grown Nd:GdVO
4
 crystals. Their

lasing performance has been evaluated using plane-

plane mirror geometry with 808 nm pumping, after anti-

reflection coating of the elements. The laser output

power obtained at 1064 nm was 4.57 W at 11.94 W of

pump power (slope efficiency 49.7%) for the [100]

oriented elements, and 2.7 W at 11.2 W of pump power

frequency above 220 K is found to be smaller than that

of the single crystal samples. Analysis suggests that

these observations are related to the substrate induced

strain in the film.

Experimental set-up for terahertz time

domain spectroscopy at low temperatures

and in high magnetic fields
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(slope efficiency 39%) for the [001] oriented elements.

The beam profile of the output laser beam was nearly

Gaussian.

Platinum loaded carbon aerogel (Pt-CA) based

Dixon ring catalyst is being explored in collaboration

with HWD, BARC for Combined Electrolysis and

Catalytic Exchange (CECE) based heavy water

decontamination process. A set of Pt-CA based Dixon

ring catalyst (2000 numbers) have been synthesized at

LFMD, RRCAT and tested in LPCE (Liquid Phase

Catalytic Exchange) setup at HWD, BARC. The catalyst

showed higher activity in terms of Height of Transfer

Unit (HTU), as compared to the existing 4.1 m for the

Raschig ring catalyst.

In-house synthesized Au-ZnO nano-composites

have been used for efficient photocatalytic degradation

of various organic dyes. The effectiveness of the

technique was demonstrated for complete degradation

of an effluent from a textile industry. The technique

holds promise for its application in the treatment of

effluents in textile industries.

Development of high speed non-volatile memory

based on resistive switching is currently of great

research interest. In this regard, a new scheme has

been devised to achieve fast reset process with

switching time of 400 ns (comparable to set switching

time of 180 ns) in Au/TiO
2
/Pt devices. Observation of

fast resistive switching (100’s of ns) in TiO
2
 thin films

may find applications in development of next generation

high speed resistive switching memories.

A simple, compact and inexpensive mask-less

photolithography system has been developed

indigenously by using a commercial projector and an

optical microscope. Many patterns have been

developed with a minimum feature size of 20 μm. The

setup has been used for developing various

semiconductor devices like laser diodes and photo

detectors. The system is extremely useful for

applications where feature size requirements are rather

moderate and frequent changes in size/shape of

patterns are expected.

Radiation hard GaAs detectors with high

responsivity of 0.58 A/W at 869 nm have been

developed indigenously. The developed detectors have

been coupled with a preamplifier for measuring the

degree of circular polarization of light emitted due to

the spin polarized electrons in a AlGaAs/GaAs quantum

well. Subsequently, electron spin relaxation time of 50

ps (± 3.5 ps) has been measured for GaAs/AlGaAs

quantum well sample.

An experimental set up has been developed for

quasi-simultaneous measurement of the photo-induced

ISHE voltage (V
ISHE

) and degree of circular polarization

of photo-luminescence in III-V semiconductors. A spin

Hall device has been fabricated in heavily doped n
+

GaAs using an indigenously developed mask-less

lithography set up, and V
ISHE

 has been observed to be

enhanced by several times, as compared to what is

generally obtained in low doped samples under

identical conditions.

GaN metal-oxide-semiconductor ultraviolet

photodetectors with high k dielectric (ZrO
2
) insulating

layers have been developed. The dark current of Au/

ZrO
2
/GaN photodetectors has been reduced by an

order of magnitude, while their photo response is

clearly enhanced in comparison to Au/GaN based

devices, implying a superior performance.

At TIFR, experimental demonstration of bandwidth

enhancement was done in Josephson parametric

amplifiers, with quantum-limited noise, beating the

Mask-less photolithography system
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standard gain-bandwidth limit. Functioning of a fully

programmable three-qubit superconducting quantum

processor with all-to-all coupling was demonstrated.

First truly broadband, plasmonic quasicrystal was

demonstrated. THz metamaterials were demonstrated

to mimic classical analogues of quantum optical

phenomena including EIT and Fano resonances as well

as high Q, actively tunable resonances were also

demonstrated. Tunable graphene superlattice was

fabricated and studied. InAs nanowires were studied to

probe their electrical, mechanical and thermal

properties. Extreme Magneto Resistance (XMR) was

observed in MoSi
2
 single crystals approaching almost

10
7
% at 2 K in a 14-T magnetic field without appreciable

saturation. Performed growth of large high-quality

single-crystal (100)-oriented beta-Ga2O3 by the optical

floating-zone technique. An optical tweezer based

technique to understand weakly adhering systems was

developed. The first-ever observation of bulk SC in pure

Bi single crystals below 0.53 mK was made under

ambient pressure with an estimated critical magnetic

field of 0.0052 mT at 0 K. ‘Exotic’ magnetism was

reported in a distorted kagome lattice, based on metals,

viz., Tb
3
Ru

4
Al

12
. Particle size study was reported for the

first time for a Eu-based mixed valent compound.

INTERDISCIPLINARY AREAS

Cyclotron Control & Instrumentation

Installation of optical fiber based

cyclotron control network

The operation of the Room Temperature Cyclotron

(RTC) is based on a network based distributed control

system. An Ethernet based control network is used as

the backbone of the RTC control system and the

network is spread over various areas of the cyclotron

such as control room, vault, pit, caves, ECR, electrical

substation and LCW plant. Therefore high reliability and

24 hours availability of the control network are the key

requirements to ensure round the clock operation of the

cyclotron.

To meet the above requirements, a dedicated fiber-

optic Gigabit reliable Ethernet LAN is installed as the

backbone of the RTC Control system. This LAN is

designed to cater to single switch/link failure. The

architecture of the LAN is shown in Figure 1. The

SiPM based desktop beam phase

measurement system

Measurement of central phase of the ion beam

with respect to RF is required to tune the cyclotron for

maximum energy gain per turn and efficient extraction.

A beam-phase measurement system is developed for

the cyclotrons for this purpose. The measurement

system is comprised of a front-end detector assembly,

a fast timing amplifier, data acquisition system and

application software.

The detector assembly consisting of a SiPM

(Silicon Photo-Multiplier) coupled with Plastic scintillator

(BC-418), Figure 3, is designed and fabricated in-

house. The Plastic scintillator is chosen for its fast rise

time (0.5 nS). The fast output pulse from the SiPM is

amplified using a fast amplifier. The fast amplifier having

a rise time around 10 nS, shown in Figure 4, is also

developed in-house using high speed OPAMP (Gain

Bandwidth product of 1.6 GHz). The RF signal (6 MHz)

is converted to a square pulse using in-house

developed comparator module and it is used for

triggering time measurement.

Central switch configured as Fail-safe stack mode is

located in the main control room. There are floor

switches at different locations in the RTC building.

These floor switches are connected to the Central

switch by laser optimized multimode fiber cable with

operating bandwidth 4Gbps backbone designed as

Distributed Multilink Trunking configuration.

The Installation and commissioning of the RTC

control network are completed successfully within the

planned shutdown period of the cyclotron. The RTC

control system is being operated using this network at

present.

The architecture of the optical fiber based

RTC control LAN
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The phase information of the ion beam is

measured as the precise time difference between the

processed SiPM output signal and RF zero-crossover.

A high-speed digitizer (sampling rate of 1GS/s) with

digital CFD (Constant Fraction Discriminator) is used for

measuring the precise timing information. An

application software comprising of a GUI, shown in

Figure 5, for displaying the phase information and a

back-end process for acquisition and processing of raw

data is developed in-house. The system is tested in

laboratory and a time resolution of less than 1nS (i.e.

less than 3 degree for 8 MHz RF) is achieved.

EPICS based ALARM annunciation system

Alarm annunciation system plays a crucial role in

the control systems of complex machine like cyclotrons

during commissioning and routine operation. It provides

discrete state information of important machine

parameters to the operators as audio-visual alarms. The

time stamped discrete state e.g. faulty or healthy

information of various machine parameters with time

stamped operators’ message is a useful tool for fault

analysis in such machines. The existing annunciation

systems of RTC and SCC are not equipped with inbuilt

facility for event driven logging of time stamped alarms

into centralize control database. In view of the above,

an ALARM annunciation system with embedded EPICS

interface has been designed and developed.

Indigenous development of

16-channel CSA ASIC (Application

Specific Integrated Circuit) for

nuclear physics applications

VECC has indigenously designed and developed

its first ASIC (Silicon No: VECC-001) for in-house

nuclear physics applications. The design, fabrication

and testing of the 16-channel Charge Sensitive Amplifier

(CSA) was undertaken to support the front-end

electronics of three different detectors for CPDA and

GMDA to be used in the nuclear physics experiments

using cyclotrons.

Fast timing amplifier

Detector assembly

VECC has indigenously designed and

developed its first ASIC

ASIC is handed over by Director, SCL to

Director, VECC
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The ASIC has been handed over by Director, SCL

to Director, VECC on May 18, 2018 at SCL, Chandigarh

after successful fabrication and packaging.

Semiconductor Laboratory (SCL), Chandigarh, under

the aegis of Department of Space, is the only deep sub-

micron CMOS fabrication facility in our country and this

successful effort of design and fabrication of ASIC is

done indigenously and it truly marks the spirit of Make-

in-India campaign.

Software for dose evaluation and

report generation

The software development for dose evaluation and

report generation was carried out to bring

harmonization among the TLD Laboratories responsible

for external personnel monitoring for radiation workers.

It is also aimed to implement the revised dose

evaluation algorithm and generate the dose report for

various institutions. This development was carried out

by the Computer Division of VECC with the inputs from

BARC. The software generates dose reports of

personnel, for the specified time period in HTML, PDF.

It also generates reports in SBAT data format, used by

NODRS (National Occupational Dose Registry System)

for dose monitoring. The software also can be used to

check basic dosage statistics of institutions during a

given time frame.

At TIFR Centre for Interdisciplinary Sciences,

Hyderabad, in Biological Sciences, a microscopy-based

assay was developed for determining cell cycle stages

over large cell numbers. It was found that the Golgi

apparatus changes its polarity from apico-basal to front-

to-back orientation, with respect to nucleus. It was

observed that the cells migrating out of a tumour are

in a cluster of 5-8 cells or as single cell. In NMR

Spectroscopy, asynchronous recoupling schemes in

solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) under

Magic-Angle Spinning (MAS) were introduced exploiting

the symmetry of the internal spin interactions. In

Material Sciences, researchers have grown Bi2Se3, a

3D TI material, in the Molecular Beam Epitaxial growth

chamber. Under Theoretical Physics, systematic

computer simulation studies elucidated that apart from

long time relaxation processes (á relaxation), short time

dynamics of the supercooled liquid, known as â

relaxation, plays an important role in controlling the

stability of the model polymer. In Theoretical Chemistry,

the MolDis big data analytics platform was launched

and had been made publicly accessible in May 2018.

The project strives to generate and collect datasets

relevant for experimental/synthesis research activities

across the TIFR centres. In Synthetic Chemistry, a study

elucidated the synthesis and molecular structures of

various magnesium (II)-phosphate monoesters. The

planning, indenting, construction, instrument installation

and validation of the Specific Pathogen Free (SPF)

mouse facility at TIFR Hyderabad was initiated and

successfully completed.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH

COLLABORATION

TIFR scientists participated in all aspects of the

CMS experiment: data collection, monitoring, analysis,

detector hardware construction and grid computing.

The TIFR grid computing facility has played a major role

in processing both collision and Monte Carlo data sets.

Members of the CMS collaboration at TIFR participated

in precision SM measurements to study properties of

jets and vector boson production, single top production

in association with Higgs, diHiggs production, b-physics

related measurements and the landmark

measurements of Higgs boson coupling to top quarks.

The TIFR-Belle group continued to play a leading role

in the analysis of e
+

e
-
 collision data recorded near

various Ò(nS)  resonances with the Belle detector at

the KEK B-factory in Japan. In Belle II (an upgrade of

the former), during its Phase II or ‘commissioning’

phase between April and July 2018, the experiment

collected about 500 pb
-1

 of data. The group was closely

involved in the analysis of the Phase-II data of Belle II.

A complete set up for the first atom-interferometer in

the country employing laser cooled Rubidium atoms

was implemented and is ready to be tested in precision

measurements.

At TIFR’s International Centre for Theoretical

Sciences, Bengaluru the works carried out in the

Astrophysical Relativity includes development of

Bayesian model selection method to identify strongly-

lensed gravitational-wave signals from binary black

holes. It performed the first search for strongly lensed

gravitational-wave merger events in LIGO-Virgo data.

This resulted in null detection. It produced the

combined constraints on deviations from General

Relativity using the binary black hole events detected

in the second observation run of LIGO and Virgo. The
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centre also continued its work in other areas such as

Complex Systems; Fluid Dynamics and Turbulence;

Statistical Physics and Condensed Matter Physics;

Mathematics and String Theory and Gravitational

Physics.

At VECC, the Photon Multiplicity Detector (PMD)

has been made ready to take data in Pb-Pb collisions

at LHC, about 65Million events have already been

collected by PMD. Two GEM chambers after successful

test have been sent to FAIR-Germany for integration in

the mini-CBM experiment.

At RRCAT, a 100 kV, 20 A, 1.6 ms converter type,

long pulse, solid state modulator has been designed

and developed for energizing a 1 MW, 352.21 MHz

CERN LEP klystron. The klystron has been successfully

tested using this indigenously developed pulsed

modulator, and 1 MW RF power has been extracted

from the klystron at 352.7 MHz. The droop and variation

of the RF pulse was within ± 1%, and the phase stability

of the RF output power within the pulse, and pulse-to-

pulse, was less than ± 2.5 %.

relaying updated information continuously. Tokamak

complex has reached up to its ‘movable roof’ level and

installation of piping and HVAC inside will start soon.

The ITER Council met in Nov’18 to review the progress

of the project, which reported 58% physical progress

by the end of October 2018. Following CCS approval,

a discussion was taken up by India’s IC members with

DG, ITER on how to reduce Cash contribution by

making additional in-kind contributions. This seems

possible as per the provisions of the ITER Agreement.

From the beginning of the project in 2007, a total

of 14 Procurement Arrangements (PA) have been

signed. Eleven major contracts for the manufacturing

of ITER components have been signed till date.

Significant progress has been made by ITER-India for

delivery of Cryostat, cooling Water System Components

& Cryogenic Distribution Lines to the ITER Project at

Cadarache, France. Site acceptance test of one 100 kV

High Voltage Power Supply, made in India by M/s ECIL,

has been completed at Padova, Italy. Other systems are

reporting good progress in works.

Top view of the RF test stand of

1 MW LEP klystron

International Thermonuclear Experi-

mental Reactor (ITER)

Institute of Plasma Research (IPR), Bhabha

Atomic Research Centre (BARC) and Indira Gandhi

Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR) are involved in

the design, material development, thermo fluid MHD

analysis and various aspects of Lead Lithium cooled

Ceramic Breeder (LLCB) Test Blanket Module (TBM)

for ITER.

Construction and commissioning activities are

moving fast at ITER site. Several contractors are

working at present for the completion of civil works,

piping network and plant-systems. Live webcam is

7.2MW, 100kV Power supply at RFX,

Podova, Italy

Largest capacity chillers ever made

in India for ITER
























































































































































































